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from Moon Caller (p. 18), then shuttle
. .
into inner space to con~ider the
This Issue marks the completion
Phenomenon oj Extraterrestnal Dreams
of our 13th year. What an achievement!
(p. 15) and much, much more of interIt is to you: previous editors, writers,
est to the flexibl e, imaginative soul.
artists, poe ts and readers, that the
In his article, Dean McClanahan
heavenly choir sings:" And greatis your suggests that it is time to redefine
reward.· .·." It also marks the completion dreams, quoting an outmoded, current
of my fJVe ;ear _ l~ nure as ed1tor. How
dictionary definition. I agree with Dean
can th1~ be. ~asn l 11 only yesterday 7 I that we do need a contemporary,
couldn t begm to tell you what a JOY
working definition of dreams (despite
and struggle tt has been and 1s; I can
the dictionary) realizing that most
genuinely Thank You for your
peop le,whentheysayorheartheword,
contmued teaclungs, interaction,
dream, think more in terms of desired
e nco uragemen t a nd support. We are
fu ture goals than relating to the dreams
building itl Happy New Year and m~y
that so respectfully hold our attention
1995 swmg open tht• mner and celestial
in these pages. The word myth is
gateways mto a ll of our hves.
likewise misused and misunderstood
Bertrand Russell, the British philoand is typica lly used to refer to a
sop her I mathematician, wrote a story*
falsehood or something not true.
in which the main characters were an
Despite a statement made in the
ear thling by the name of Loucille
editorial, Vol. 12 No. 2,** I shall now
Phonso and the well known Saint Peter.
contradict myself and open the door for
As the story begins, Loucille, who
discussion via offering definitions:
has just 'passed over;' arrives a t the
Dream: 1) A spontaneous Event
projected onto the inner screen or
Pearly Gate. S/ he is excited and anxious
to become familiar with the new
"mind's eye" of the dreamer from a
level of co nsciousness various! y
e nvironment and saintly colleagues.
Though she had anticipated a warm
referredtoasthe"soul,""unconscious,"
welcome, Saint Peter questions, "Who
"psyche," or "dream-maker within."
are you? Where are you from?" Loucille
The Event is almost always represented
promptly g iv es name, religious ! symbolically or me taphorically, though
affiliation and eart hl y place of residence, 1 at limes the message is straightforward,
c iting a full life time compliance with
e.g. a dreamsong, "I'm your friend
the golden rule(s). Saint Peter asks
forever, if you will only follow me." 2)
again, "Where did you say you were
An Event whose purpose is always
from? What Planet?" Loucille again
positive, Iife I health-giving, even
replies, only to be further questioned
though at limes presented in
about which galaxy Earth might be
' nightmarish' story-form. 3) Though
located in or near. After again repeating
most dreams present information of
all s/ he knew of her previous location,
value to the individual dreamer; some
Saint Peter suggests that the main
dreams also contain information of
galactic librarian may have some idea
value to others; in some instances, to an
where {on ea rth} Earth is loca ted . en tire culture or society.
Unaware, the main librarian refers the
Thus the birthing of Myth.
question toone afteranotherofthesubMyth: "An intricate set of interlibrarians until finally, the sub-librarian
locking stories, rituals, rites and customs
who specializes in our particular corner
that inform and give a pivotal sense of
of the universe was able to enlighten
meaning and direction to a person,
Saint Peter as to Loucille's home planet.
family community, or culture." (Oneof
By this time, Loucille had become
Joseph Campbell's many definitions.)
seriously disenchanted, expectations
Please, submit your own definitions
via "Responses." I believe this task
had transformed into doubt. S/ he was
ultimately dispelled to the 'other place.'
deserves attention/ discussion . p
This issue likewise is an exploration
of time and space. First, we reach into
the far distant past and explore what
may be the earliest recorded dream, (p.
10). receive a call from
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*Try as I might, I've not been able to locate the
acttwlstory,soforgiveme,Mr.Russell.Names
used arc products of my aum imagination.
**There, I said, "Dreams deJiJ definition,"
albeit in a different context.
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Dreaming Humanity's Path:
Archetypal Dreams and Their
Implications for the Community
will be our theme for 1995. This
promises to be a very meaningful year.
We ask that you submit, for our next
two issues, information & explorations
regarding 1) Warnings and
Nightmares and 2) Children's dream
experiences, processes and/or
suggestions you have to offer about
dreamsharingwith Children .
Watch for The Sacred World of
Dreams this coming May on NBC.
Also, for articles on dreams in
upcoming issues of Cosmopolitan and
Mademoiselle magazines.
Clara Stewart Flagg widaw of the
late Kilton Stewart, died in late
November. We acknowledge the
significant contribution she made in
keeping the pioneering work of Kilton
Stewart alive. Her husband, Allen
Flagg, plans to carry the work forward.
Paper and postal costs are on the
rise. 40% for the former, -10% for the
latter! This constitutes a potential
crisis. We need your help to carry on ..
.. Thanks to Steve Carter for his
generous contribution and for hearing.
and to each of you who renewed and
purchased gift subscriptions.
Erratum: IonaMillerwas not
consistently credited with coauthorship of Chaos Consciousness: An
Experiential Approach & Application
to Dreamwork, Creativity and Healing
Parts 1 & 2, appearing in Vols. 13 No.
1 & 2. Please forgive the oversight.
We can mno be reached via email on the
Internet! Address:
Ossanah@';delphi.com

•
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NATIVE AMERICANS
Responding to The Bones
of Our Ancestors

Peters (Slow Turtle). Taking this
step has opened the doors to a productive dialogue with the Native
people in our area and has transformed our Museum plans. It has
also led to the mutual expression of
spirituality in both of our communities- it's quite a sight to see archaeologists sharing wi th Native
people in this way!
Our Society has recently taken
the step of encouraging our individual members, our sister societies
and other private museums which
hold Native·skeletal remains to
return them, via the office of the
State Archaeologist, to the appropriate tribal groups, as we have
done. l would encourage readers,
who know of collections of this
kind, to make the attempt to convince those w ho hold them to do
the right thing and voluntarily
return them to the earth, where
they belong.

As a professional archaeologist, I would like to respond to the
article in Volume 13 No.3 of Dream
Network, by Ix wAkwSit Astadak, The
Bones of Our Ancestors. I work mostly with the Wampanoag nation in
eastern Massachusetts and I can
confirm the harmony which results
from the return of their ancestors'
remains to their proper place. I
strongly believe that this is the right
thing to do for both moral and
spiritual reasons. However, east of
the Mississippi, many tribal groups
(including all but the Gay Head
Wampanoag in Massachusetts) are
Curtiss Hoffman, Massachusetts
not recognized by the federal govArchaeological Society, Middleboro, MA
ernment and are not entitled to
claim skeletal remains and sacred
objects under the Native American
Poetry Flows Nicely
Graves Protection and Repatriation
I wanted to tell you how much
Act of 1990 (NAGPRA). Also,
I am enjoying the latest Dream NetNAGPRA only provides for repatriwork. The poetry flows so nicely
ation from museums which receive
together! I especially enjoyed the
federal funds. There are many skel· interview with Lee Piper.
etons in private museums, historI want to comment on Fred
ical societies and even private coOlsen's
letter by saying that Chrisllections which are not subject to
topher
Columbus
was led by his
this restriction. Native people ask
dream but was fueled by greed. He
how it is possible for slavery to perenacted this dream by the use of
sist in this nation, for that is the
extreme cruelty, i.e., the severing of
only way to describe the ownership
the Native people's ears for not
of one human being (even a deceasbringing eno ugh gold, etc.
ed one) by another.
I am President of the Massachu- Marilyn Elain Cam1en, Philadelphia, PA
setts Archaeological Society, which
is constructing a small museum
which has never received federal
Great issue! There is a heightfunds. Our Board of Trustees voted
ened energy about it. You give such
two years ago to voluntarily repadeep thought to this work with the
triate all of the skeletal materials in
journal and it really shows. You
our collections. At the insistence of
introduce very special people to the
the Massachusetts Commission on
readers as well. I have never heard
Indian Affairs, these are being studof Charles Lawrence or Lee Piper,
ied by physical anthropologists
for instance, and found them to be
prior tore-interment by the Commsuch profound teachers.
ission's Executive Director, John

I have shared copies with some
of my mythology students in the
new group I am teaching at Vermont College. It was a particularly
good issue for several of these students, who are especially interested
in Native American stories. I like
the cover and am deeply stirred by
the content.

KelleJj Hunter, Montpelier, VT

Gored
Your unattributed quote on
page 4 of Vol. 13 No . 3 was bad
enough but to misquote Dylan
Thomas? Come now, you can do
better than that. Enclosed is the
complete poem by the WELSH
poet. Not Native American. You
could have credited the Welsh as
being the aboriginal (Celtic) people
of England but didn' t. There are
plenty of Native American authors
you could have quoted. Would you
like a list? If you want to "wander
all over Creation"- to Wales and
back - I won't sta nd in your way.

Philip Gore, Kent, OH
Mr. Gore is carr xt in calling attention to the fact that Dylan Thomas was
not credited with the quote borrowed
from his timelessly meaningful poem
Do Not Go Gentle Into the Night.
Anyone have a (round trip) ticket to
Wales? Ed.

Synchronicity
The synchronicity of the current issue's arrival at my home
during the same week the deeply
moving Turner Network series on
Native Americans was aired was, to
me, uncanny. There were so many
references in the series to issues
brought up in Dream Network that I
questioned whether there may have
been a collaboration. Was there?
In any event, good timing,

Dream Network!
Eleanor Bates, WI
(Honestly, n J. We were not at all
aware that TBS/TNT had filmed or
planned to air that excellent series.
We were wide-eyed, as well! Ed.)
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Through the Dreamworld
There is still quite a lot of unresolved material floating around out
there about where we are to go
from here. How can the dream rich
Native American culture be fully
revived as it once was, when so
much of the energy for that is actually coming from outside of that
culture? Native America is becoming swamped with a certain kind of
interest in what it was that they did
have in its purest form not so long
ago but the remnants of their culture are not so easily reconstmctable.
Culture is not something that
exists independently in itself. All of
the indigenous cultures were totally
woven together with a people and
its way of life on the land. The
people still remain and the land is
the same but the way of life that
was the connection between them
has been changed by outside
influences.
All of the lands of this Earth
have changed hands many times
since the distant past, so we may
have to begin to accept this as a
natural occurrence. Many people
have been displaced from their
homelands or have been forced to
assimilate. This is not only not
unusual but it may even have a
cultural value and many of these
migrations of peoples into new
areas have been spurred on directly
through the Dreamworld.
The whole concept of Multiculturalism is about all cultures
being valid not just the indigenous
cultures. People of other races then,
may well have an important part to
play in whatever it is that is unfolding and I think everybody would be
willing to accept that something is
unfolding here. If there is, then it is
only natural for us all to want to get
in alignment with it and to become
a part of that larger process that
includes all people everywhere.

Timothy McClure,
The KaniKsu Project, Glen Ellen,CA
6

The Journal is~ this year!
Stanley Krippner, SF, CA
Congratulations on the splendid issue focused on Native American perspectives! Know that I'm
thankful for you and Dream Network,
the best dream journal around.
Noreen Wessling, Milford, OH

MORE on LUCIDITY
Keep the Ego Out of Dreams

I offer the following observations with regard to lucid dreaming
and the commentary begun by
Anthony Hoffman in a recent issue
of the Dream Network. Many thanks
to Mr. Hoffman for opening the
dialogue.
I have been working with
dreams in therapeutic and other
contexts for almost a quarter of a
century now and of all the developments in dream work, the direction
that lucid dreaming is taking chills
me the most and seems to go most
against all the elements I have
found which make dreams such
refreshing, powerful and profound
doorways into healing states.
In a sentence: To bring the ego
into awareness and ultimately into
control of one of the few processes
we have available which feeds us
wisdom from beyond the limiting
element of personality, is the exact
opposite to the direction we should
be going. In our culture, which is so
control oriented in its outlook and
function- and in which our personality is shaped and developed
-there are very, very few of us
who would resist the temptation to
control. It eliminates an important
element that dreams provide: the
unfettered binocular vision provided by seeing reality from the two
perspectives of the ego eye and the
dream eye. That binocular vision, in
unfathomable fashion, gives us another dimension of perception and
helps us to see reality somehow
more deeply and completely.
Creativity exists in its purest
form outside of ego consciousness.
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The creative moment usually disrupts whatever ego process is going
on with a whole new perception of
reality and how it works. Dreams
are among the best documented
sources of these creative moments;
the history of science abounds with
examples. In my own studies and
work I have come to see that healing, too, is indeed a profoundly
creative process. The ego becomes
aware of the organisms healingor the creative images- only in
retrospect, after the fact of their
formation. Luci j dreaming would
replace this profoundly religious
and creative process with the ego's
own hidden agendas in shaping the
dream experience.
I think lucid dreaming is only
one approach to how we might use
or enjoy our dreams more but it is
only that. My experience confirms
what Mr. Hoffman implies: when
lucid dream advocates claim greater personal growth than non-lucid
dreamers, they are taking an elitist
and undefendable stand. I think
lucid dreaming is a fad and helpful
to some people but is certainly not
the evolution of dream work. Indeed, I would term it devolution, in
that it purports a technique useful
in past times and other cultures
when ego had an entirely different
meaning and connotation. But we
don't live then, mymore.
Some lucid dream principals are
useful, e.g., facing fear and pain
and that may indeed be the basis of
its reported successes, not the act of
lucid dreaming itself. These are
elements employed in the hero's
and other journeys of personal
evolution in many spiritual traditions, as well as a trusted psychological healing process.
I am tempted to produce and
market a bumper sticker: KEEP
THE EGO OUT OF DREAMS! Mr.
Hoffman, I believe your child-like
part who shredded your lucid
dream aspirations did, indeed, do
you a favor.
Graywolj Wilderville, OR

... Lucidly

I was happy that my letter on
lucidity generated comment. I particularly liked Joy Gates' letter relating the need for different styles of
dreamwork given the wide variations of humanity in terms of personality types, interests, predispositions, etc. I especially liked her
description of coming to focus on
living lucidly.
Fred Olsen's response to my
letter, which in part called into question my assessment of my experience concerning lucid dreaming,
contains some mistaken assumptions. He wrote, " It is curious the
dream ego is passively letting a
young boy lead him to put his hand
in a shredder." This was not the
case. The dream ego in the dream I
had mentioned did not passively let
the boy do anything, but successfully resisted!
Fred also suggested that by not
using techniques such as dialoguing
with the boy, I was perhaps fleeing
from my discomfort and avoiding
alternative interpretations of the
dream. I did not use dream dialogue
because at the time it was not part of
my dreamwork repertoire. My problem, as I see it, is that I was primarily focused on trying to influence my
dream content before or during the
dream - using techniques such as
induction of specific imagery, Senoi
dreamwork and trying to induce
lucid dreams- rather than letting
the dreams happen spontaneously
and then working with them afterward. I believe that was the reason
for what was a backlash from my
unconscious.
In my original letter, I perhaps
gave the impression that I decided
to stop trying to induce lucid
dreams solely on the basis of the
"shredder dream." But you can't
really take a dream outside of the
life and time context which spawned
a crystallization, a culmination of
years of relatively frustrating
dreamwork. This dream came at a
time when I was doing much soulsearching regarding consciousness,

power and control issues, and many
other facets of my life. The dream
was one of about half a dozen
dreams I've had in my life, usually
as a result of some sort of dream
induction, that I consider" transparent" dreams . .. ones whose
significance in the context of my life
seemed readily apparent and which
served an important role in my
process of making some far-reaching
decisions. This by no means precludes additional, less apparent
meanings for these dreams. For me,
these dreams were basically calls to
action and heeding them, following
through and seeing the results of
doing so over time, I am better able
to trust my intuition. Looking back, I
have no reason to doubt that my
decision to suspend lucid dream
research was the right one for me at
the time. The decision is not necessarily a permanent one, either; a
couple of years ago, I had another
dream which seemed to indicate
that it would be safe for me to again
seek lucidity ... if I so choose.
Reconsidering the issues related
to this Dream Network discussion has
been instructive for me and it has
helped clarify exactly what it was
that I reacted to, that prompted my
initial letter on the subject. HYPE! In
recent years, lucid dreaming has
been hyped more than any other
area of dreamwork, perhaps more
than all other areas combined!
Books, magazine articles, cassette
tapes, classes and workshops tell of
the amazing transformation in consciousness that can occur through
lucid dreaming: exciting adventures,
sexual and religious ecstasy, freedom from nightmares, control over
dream content, etc. A lot of this
material is geared toward a more
general audience with an interestbut not necessarily any practical
experience in dreamwork. Some of
the material is balanced and well
presented but most promises a lot
more than it is likely to deliver for
most people. (Chalk one up for
"mutant Western consciousness":
the crash course in spiritual exaltation, neatly packaged by Madison

Avenue. What once was passed
from shaman to disciple can be
yours in no time, if only you follow
these simple steps ... )
I was influenced by this sort of
hype when I first started reading
about dreamwork; it was largely
what attracted me to lucid dreaming
to begin with. The questions I asked
in my original letter- "Can lucid
dreamers really achieve greater
personal growth than non-lucid
dreamers? " "What are the drawbacks of lucid dreaming?" -were
asked largely in reaction to that
hype and to try and separate it from
reality. I'm sure that some people
regularly have amazing lucid dream
experiences that they have used to
help transform their lives, but when
I think of the people I know who
have had lucid dreams with varying
degrees of frequency, their experiences have tended to be much more
modest.
I'm glad that I was able, despite
my initial frustrating experience, to
maintain my commitment to exploring my dreams, so that eventually I
found a variety of dreamwork techniques that were effective for me. I
can only hope if other dreamers find
that the hype and promises exceeds
their experience or disappoints their
expectations, that they, too, can
adapt and stick with their dreams
long enough so they can find the
dreamwork methods that work best
for them.
Tony Hoffman, Brooklyn, NY

Inspiriting!

I am so very delighted to have
connected with the network! The
Dream Network is a wonderful
forum for sharing and it is quite
inspiriting to read of other people's
work with their dreams. It is my
very favorite journal. May Dream
Network and our dreams live long
and prosper!
joy Gates, New York, NY
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Request from
a Russian Reader
Please forgive me for troubling
you and for my request. I wonder if
you could help. In Russia, meanwhile, we almost have no profound
literature and information on many
aspects of modern psychology,
dreaming, dreamwork and all
related subjects. And you know,
unfortunately, it is impossible for us
to pay for foreign books, periodicals
or subscriptions abroad. Would you
do a great kindness a nd send some
back and present issues of the
Dream Network or other related
texts, articles, papers (maybe old,
damaged copies)? We shou ld be
extremely obliged and it would be
so helpful!
I sincerely hope to hear from
you. Please accept my very best
%Yaroslav Koryakov,
wishes.

Gottwald St. 11-33,
Ekaterinburg, 620034 Russia

Dream Visitations
from the 'Other Side'

All of my life, I've had dreams
with the deceased, both known and
unknown. My first recollection was
when I was about four years old. I
would experience the same dream
looking directly from within my
eyes. I mean, I was there. No doubt,
it was lucid and I had it over and
over. In this dream,
.. . there is a middle aged woman,
stretched out on her back in what is a
living room with very high ceilings, like
those in old Bronx tenements.
Occasionally, she wou ld moan. She had
a large spool of kite-string on her belly.
In the middle of the spool, in the
cardboard opening, something was
burrowing through the hole in it, into
her abdomen. She did not appear to be
conscious; her eyes opened and closed. I
stand in the immediate distance,
looking into the room from an adjacent
on. There are about five or six women,
dressed in early 1950 garb.
Thetj say nothing to one another,
just stare in to oblivion.
l watch the churning into her stomach
until/ awaken.

8

At this early age, I was overwhelmed by the emotional reality of
the dream!
About thirty years later, I began
to recall this dream. After some consideration and after just a few minutes, it dawned on me. When I was
three days old my mother died due
to some mysterious consequence, as
a result of my being born via
Caesarean section. She appeared to
be hea lthy but after the third day,
she died. The doctors were perplexed and said maybe she had a blood
clot to the lung. Who knows? My
father refused to have a n autopsy
done.
When I was thirteen, I was told
about my mother's death. At thirty,
it became clear to me: I was born by
C-section. Could the spool of kitestring be an astral umbilical chord?
Was the burrowing into her stomach the procedure of s urgical opening?
Who a nd what was this woman
that I dreamt of at four years old?
Do mother and child have a link,
even after death?
A few years ago, I had a dream
where ...

stages of death. We explored the
concepts of kama loka, kama rupa
and devachan principles once the
body expires.
The second day after he died,
I perhaps had the most intense
emotional experience I ever had
while dreaming. In complete
darkness ...

I then awakened.
I have encountered other dream
scenarios in which I've had conversations with people who have recently died or who have been deceased for years. Usually, with my
uncle, I ask for advice pertaining to
family matters.
About eight years ago, a good
friend died of kidney failure after
having a transplant. We had many
discussions about New Age philosophies. Many times, we discussed
theosophical interpretations of
death and life. We discussed the

one very close to him?
Being a new subscriber to
Dream Network, I am extremely
satisfied with the publication. I find
myself keeping a dream diary and
many of the articles are very
informative in assisting me to
understand the philosophy and
meaning of dreams. I have read
articles of other cultures - like
Cheyenne Indians - who recognize
dreams as magical and offer much
knowledge. I look forward to the
next issue and hope to learn much
from it. Robert Jude Forese, NY, NY

... l see his face smiling at me.
It is so profound that I awaken,
really shaken up by the dream ...
which I very rarely do. Even in soI can always
ca lled nightmares,
handle them without awakening.
The third day after his death,
I dreamt ...

.. . I am sitting at a small kitchen table,
having a discussion with him about
death. It is a lucid dream and I could see
my hands in front of me, expressing
myself through them. Though much of
what we discussed, I do not remember,
l do recall telling him that if this is a
real encounter and not just a psychological manifestation created by my
own thoughts, I would need proof to
verify it, our encounter. He said a few
words which I neglected to write down,
since I was engulfed in the aftermath
of such c vivid dream.
I do remember the last phrase:
... lam standing at a busy intersection
He said, "It was simply fifty cents."
in Manhattan . l hear a public telephon e
For months, I tried to unravel
ring and no one is around to answer it,
so I pick it up. A woman is on the line what exactly he meant. Then quite
unexpectedly, his wife lost an eye
and thought l was her son. She asked
me if I "was 0. K." At first, l thought I due to a serious infection. I wonderwould hoax her, so I went along with ed, could fifty cents be a cryptic
the premise that l was her son. Finally, message? Cou ld fifty cents- which
l felt peculiar in fooling her, so I tell her is half a dollar- be half a sense?
Could he have been forecasting a
''I'm sorry, I'm not really your son,"
traumatic event occurring to somebut she insisted that l was her son.
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;;We have not even to risk the adventure alone,
for the heroes of all times have gone on before us.
The labyrinth is thoroughly known.
We have only to follow the thread of the Hero Path,
And where we had thought to find an abomination, we shall find a god;
Where we had thought to travel outward,
we shall come to the center of our own existence.
Where we had thought to be alone, we shall be with all the world."
Introduction to The Hero's Adventure, Power of Myth talk series w ith Bill Moyers.
Jtrti.s.t: Jl.11ffe[a % arl(
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Curtiss Hoffman

A dream! My sister, listen to my dream:
Rushes rise all around me; rushes grow thick about me.
A single growing reed trembles for me.
From a double-growing reed, first one,
then the other, is removed.
In a wooded grove, the terror of tall trees rises about me.
Water is poured over my holy hearth.
The bottom of my churn drops away.
My drinking cup falls from its peg.
My shepherd's crook has disappeared.
An eagle seizes a lamb from the sheepfold.
A falcon catches a sparrow on the reed fence.
My sister, your goats drag their lapis beards in the dust.
Your sheep scratch the earth with bent feet.
The churn lies silent; no milk is poured.
The cup lies shattered; Dumuzi is no more.
The sheepfold is given to the winds.
(Translation by Diane Wo!kstein and Samuel Noah Kramer, in Inanna: Queen of
Heaven and Earth. New York: Harper Colophon B()()ks, 1983. pp. 75-76.)

10
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This

may be the earliest
recorded dream in world literature. It derives from the Sumerian culture of ancient southern
Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) and
is part of the larger mythic cycle
known as the Descent of Inanna.
Inanna, queen of heaven, journeyed to the underworld, where
she was trapped by its inflexible
laws and killed. She was released from death in the underworld
by the intercession of the gods,
on the condition that she designate someone to take her place.
A crowd of demons accompanied her on her return to carry off
the one whom s he would select.
So she traveled to the cities
of Sumer, where the kings, her
lovers, were reigning. At each
city, the king observed the approach of the demons from the
city walls and he put on coarse
clothing and groveled in the
dust before the city gate. At each
city, Inanna honored the humility of the king and ordered the
demons to pass on .. . until she
came to Uruk, where the young
king Dumuzi reigned.

"'~
"'t-.

~

When he heard of her approach, instead of abasing himself, he threw a party and got drunk. That
night, he had the dream recorded above and asked his
sister, Geshtinanna, to interpret it for him. Geshtinanna
saw all these images as premonitions of death for both
of them and told him to flee. She and a companion took
an oath not to reveal his hiding place. If they should,
they asked thatDumuzi's dogs pursue and eat them.
However, the male companion betrayed Dumuzi's
hiding place to the demons and they pursued him and
carried him off to the underworld.

(though not so much that he is unwilling to listen to his
sister's advice). These implements are therefore no
longer able to hold the nourishing milk (Mesopotamian
kings claimed to have been fed on the "right milk" of
the goddess). The water element has risen so high as to
extinguish his hearth fire, his spark of consciousness.
Geshtinanna interprets the single reed as their mother
and the two reeds as herself and her brother, who will
be removed by death, one after the other. To rescue
him from the underworld, she agrees to spend half the
year there in his place.
Dumuzi is normally depicted as the
Dream omens were of great importance
protector
of the herd animals, reprein ancient Mesopotamia. We learn from
senting
his instinctual nature. In the
later Akkadian texts about how a ruler,
dream,
they have lost the guidance
wishing to obtain guidance from
of
his
ego
(symbolized by the loss
UPerhaps
if
we
learn
dreams, would go to a special hut
of
his
shepherd's
crook) and are in
made of reeds to sleep. The walls of
to accept the transformmourning. The eagle and falcon
the hut were permeable, so as to
can be viewed as a pre-monition
ations which our dreams
receive messages from the gods. A
of death or a similar drastic
special class of priests, called
present to us, we will all
transformation, for in
questioners (shailu), were called
rap tors were
Mesopotamia,
learn a deeper wisdom,
upon to interpret dreams and their
symbols
of
the
zodiacal sign of
techniques included many still
something which the
as it is today, was
Scorpio
which,
used today: analogy, punning
a
token
of
the
powerful
forces of
aware
of
Sumerians
were
references, free association and
and
death.
sexuality
inversion.
thousands of years ago."
Like Inanna at the beginning of
Geshtinanna's professional role
Dumuzi is about to
the
story,
(likethatGfJoseph in the Old Testament)
undergo
a
downward
journey, even
indicates that even as early as 1700 B.C.,
though
the
direction
of
the
eagle's flight
dreams (especially those of monarchs) were
of
a
descent
to the
is
just
the
oppo-site
taken seriously and acted upon. There are quite
Underworld.
Perhaps
the
flight
implies
Dumuzi's
a few texts written by Mesopotamian kings who based
eventual
resurrection,
for
he
later
becomes
one
of the
their actions upon dreams in which gods told them to
guardians
of
heaven's
gateways.
build temples. In all probability, the practice of dream
Geshtinanna clearly sees all of this as representing
interpretation (oneiromancy) goes back to even earlier
danger
to her brother (and herself) coming from his
a
times. IfDumuzi was a historical personage, he probably
feminine, unconscious side. But flight from the unconruled around 2600 B.C.
scious is never a very useful option, especially when
The cylinder seal design presented on the previous
Dumuzi's
companion (in Jungian psychology, the
page, is one of several similar scenes dating from the
unconscious
side of his personality, his shadow) is
Akkadian Period (ca. 2350-2250 B.C.). It depicts severready
to
betray
him. Perhaps a modern Jungian
al of the events of Dumuzi' s dream: a man is carried
would
advise the analysand to stand his
psychoanalyst
aloft by an eagle while his sheep and goats watch from
ground
and
accept
the
transformation which is
below; a reed structure, a reed fence, a churn and a
inevitably
going
to
overtake
him, providing him with
milk cup are also present. Just beneath the eagle, a
the
understanding
that
it
is
an
opportunity for expanfemale figure (Geshtinanna?) raises her arms in
sion of consciousness, even though fraught with terror.
supplication, flanked by two dogs. The presence of the
Dumuzi's effrontery may be one of the earliest excrescent moon and the symbol for the planet Venus to
we have of patriarchal resistance to the older
amples
the left and right of the eagle indicates that this is a
wisdom-based religions. It presents us with
feminine,
night-time scene, perhaps a reference to the timing of
a
psychological
problem which is still with us today.
the original dream.
Perhaps if we learn to accept the transformations which
How would a modern interpreter read Dumuzi's
our dreams present to us, we will all learn a deeper
dream and how accurate was Geshtinanna' s interprewisdom, something which the Sumerians were aware
tation? The dream carries a clear warning of danger.
of thousands of years ago. §J
The broken cup and overturned milk churn are feminPlease address correspondence to Curtiss Hoffman,
ine symbols and indicate that Dumuzi has violated his
58 Hillda/e Road, Ashland, MA 01721
own inner feminine voice by affronting the goddess
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. -- Musings of a Celtic Gnostic

]J~®Lm® C~JlJl®

MJE !!

by Noreen Wessling

~en

I had the dream Jesus Calls ME! four
months ago, I said, "No way" and rammed it in the
back pocket of my Dream Journal. However, the dream
insisted on coming to my mind, until last week I gave
in and worked on it in depth with our Pines Dream
Sharers dream group.
Wow, am I glad I did! The insights from that session prompted me to see if Jesus might have sneaked
into any of my former dreams. I had a vague recollection of this.
So, thanks to my trusty Dream Titles Book, I waded
through my now almost 4,000 dream titles till I found
four other Jesus dreams. As always, when I do a dream
compilation based on the actual time sequencing of the
dreams, I am amazed at the relevancy of the findings.
Then I started to see how my Jesus explorations
might tie in with Dream Network's cross-cultural emphasis. Where do we of Western European descent fit
in? Questions erupted in me ... Why do we children of
Europe (I was born in Edinburgh, Scotland) go to such
cultures as Native American, Chinese, Indian and Egyptian for spiritual nurturance? I'm a perfect example,
for here I am with 20 years of Indian Transcendental
Meditation and 12 years of Chinese Tai Chi under my
belt.
I have always rebelled against my Protestant ethnic
roots, seeded from years of boring Sunday School, so
strong that there emerged in me as an adult a distinct
dislike for the whole 'Jesus Thing.' I considered this to
be herd-mentality of the western world, fraught with
pitfalls of suffering, guilt, penance and the like.
Could it be that our European spiritual base has
become frozen with the dogmas of the Western Church
(Jewish & Moslem dogmas included)? Gnosis (personal experience of spiritual truths) was proclaimed blasphemy (except for the Sufis!) and we hid ourselves ·
from the Spirit's guidance. No wonder we sought the
refuge of churches! But many of our religious leaders
lack the spiritual base of knowingness, of gnosis.
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Luckily, our dreams, if listened to, if followed and especially if acted upon, can guide us beyond dogma to
true spiritual heights.
I want to share with Dream Network readers what I
uncovered in my five Jesus dreams because the major
message feels like it's for others too, not just for me.
These dreams, I now see, have come to correct my misunderstandings about the truth and relevancy of a personal Jesus and The Christ in my life.
My first Jesus dream,

Hundreds of ]esuses Agonizing On Crosses
(June 22, 1985), takes place in Fez, Morocco (a bit of
cross-culture already!) and it goes like this ...

Walking into the city of Fez, I look to the right
and an amazing scene greets my eyeballs. Hundreds
of ]esuses are hanging from crosses. Thetj are all
alive as I see them writhing around. By far the
oddest phenomena consists of a number of these
figures moving up and down on their crosses as if
some extra torment had been added,
like being speared over and over with each
movement on the cross.
(This scene would have been devastatingly
grisly were it not for the fact that it is a scene in
the making for a movie. Phew!)
In my dream notes at the time of this dream, I
wrote, "As time goes on I will gain more and more
insights from it. This is a biggie!" Then of course, I
promptly forgot all about it until writing this article.
Anyway, two major levels of this dream spoke to me in
1985, according to my Dream Journal entry. Jesus is
exaggerating the point (and how!!) to show me that
suffering is an illusion when understood in the broader
perspective and I or I may be refusing to acknowledge
the dark, illusion-based side of my life. This prompted
me to embark on some serious "shadow work" over
the ensuing years. The paradox is that both these insights feel true for me.

The second Jesus dream came on December 9,
1986 and was no more than a one-liner as I awoke.
The enigmatic words were ...

"jesus is Out of the Alley."
I associated alleys with sleaze and garbage, so
what was Jesus doing hanging out in such a place? As
with Carl Jung and his devastating youthful vision of
God defecating on a church s teeple causing it to topple,
(see Memories. Dreams & Reflections) and as with the
image of a beautiful lotus fl ower growing in the mud ..
my dream image, too, is all about that primal 'First
Matter' stuff.
The first dream of the Agonizing Jesuses alerted
my consciousne ss that it was time to deal with my
illusions and now this dream was suggesting that a
way to start this process was in the mire, mud and
garbage of my own being. I needed to recognize that
this ' personal compost' could eventually become the
fertilizer for my (spiritual) growth.
The third Jesus dream I uncovered (October 23,
1987) is titled,

jesus Floats Across My Inner Eye
I see quite clearly on the inner screen of my
mind the face of jesus floating by- somewhat on
an angle from right to left, as if to say, "Yes, this is
what activates the Christ Center."
The vision is very clear. He looks young, has
long hair, a twinkle in his e1jes and a most
compassionate, yet fun-loving look on his face.
I made no notes on this dream at the time (although 1 sensed enough importance to put a gold star
on it!). However, I did draw my Jesus vision face in a
simple, childlike manner.
In light of what I'm learning now by compiling this
article, it feels like I couldn't ge t a clear connection to
my Christ-like Inner Self (dream #3) until I'd established process work on my shadow I illusion I primal self
(dreams #1 and #2). And for the first time, enter "The
Child" (dream #3), as suggested by the way I drew the
picture and the description of Jesus as young, twinkley-eyed and fun-loving. Hold this thought, for its
importance becomes paramount in the remaining
dreams.
In the fourth Jesus dream (January 8, 1991 ),

A Gift from the Carpenter
Jesus comes to me in his workman's clothes - a
professional visit, you might say. This is the dream

Workmen are renovating my entire home.
It 's difficult to get in because the front steps are
not built yet. "Got to get those steps in fast," I think
to myself Then one of the carpenters ... THE
carpenter (meaning to me a Christ Consciousness/
jesus reference) ... gives me a gift of a DOLL.
Unusual, very simple, almost homemade-looking
and made in one straight piece.

This dream was so powerful that I actually ma de
the doll by following the dream description. This doll
became the outer representatio n of my Inner Child.
Now, I didn't forget this dream, (See Dream
Network, Spring / Summer 1991, Pan & Christina) and
my Dream Doll whom I call Christina, is sitting here on
my office shelf as I write this, looki ng down at me with
her innocent, yet somewhat wry, knowing little smile.
This wonderful dream told me that my whole
being (entire home) is getti ng 'done over,' presumably
because I am acting on the insights from the previous
Jesus dreams, even though (mostly) subconsciously.
After all, I didn't remember much about these dreams
till I dug them up a few days ago. So, take heart
Dreamers! It looks like si mpl y honoring the dream by
writing it down automaticall y begins the process of
unlocking its guidance and insights. I am living proof!
I do believe nonetheless, that the greater the consciousness applied to dreamwork, the faster the progress. I' m told in this dream to ' get those steps in fast,'
indicating it was time for me to ' get the lead out' concerning my spiritual progress.
The DOLL was of prime importance and jolted me
to recognize the intimate connection between Jesus /
The Christ and child-likeness. I felt it, yet couldn't quite
put all the pieces together. Simply making the doll was
enough for the time being.
Now enter the fifth dream that got me going on
this whole 'Jesus dream ' compilation in the first place:

jesus Calls ME!
jesus says, "Whom do I call, whom do 1call,"
and no one answers.
Then he says, ''And the answer is YOU"
That means me ... yet the inference is that evenjone
is chosen, not just me. The important thing is that we
KNOW it. We are all part of the 'chosen ONE.'
This voice occurs at the end of the dream ...

as I have come down into the river.
Earlier, I'm going down a little stream that
goes down in STEPS where there are rocks, stones
and twigs where CHILDREN have made really
nice little moats and little places to play.
(Just the kind of things I would have done
when I was a child.)

I'm careful going down the stream not to step
on or knock over what they've done. I have bare
feet. There's one point where 1 have to jump a bit.
I notice there is a SNAKE ON A LOG. I make sure
I jump in a direction so that I won't disturb him.
I do this, then I end up at the river where I hear
jesus's voice. (2/ 24 / 1994)
It's obvious to me that the jig is up now, that HE is
calling me directly. What a shocker! Yet I have to Jet
Jesus into my life since he tells me I'm a chosen one,
don't I? Even I remember something in the Bible about
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Many are called but few are chosen. If I'm 'chosen,'
I had better listen up. Even so, remember how I manag-1
ed to pay no attention to this dream for almost four
months!
Here's what the Pines Dream Sharers and I culled
from that dream: The major insight for me was that
everyone is a chosen one and that the only thing that
makes it seem like only a few are chosen is that most
people are not consciously aware that they are chosen.
That's the key. And who turns the key in a lock? None
other than The Child in us. Another remnant from my
meager biblical remembrances comes to mind ... Be Ye
as little Children in order to enter the kingdom of Heaven. "
II

II

~

~.

I
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This dream has children playing by the water in
ways that I did as a child, which reminds me of my
first gnostic experience. I was seven years old, living in
Montrose, Scotland by the sea. I'd often go alone and
sit on my special rock near the ocean and this time, as I
gazed aimlessly into the horizon as usuaC something
was very different. Another awareness came over me
and I knew the working of the whole Universe;
understood everything and felt tremendously loved
and cozy. I never told anyone about this experience till
I was in my thirties, yet I never forgot the feeling.
There was no ego involved and I had no explanation
whatsoever until well into my adult life, when I started
exploring metaphysics.
In the dream, 1 have to 'jump a bit/ telling me that
a small leap of faith is required by me ... not a big leap,
because I've taken the steps required along the way to
get to this point. However, I need to totally trust Jesus /
The Christ inside of me.
And then there's the SNAKE on the log for which I
have great respect.
This feels like my Kundalini Energy which will no
doubt be further activated in a positive manner to the
degree that I trust my new Personal Jesus. Maybe I' ll
call ' my' Jesus 'P' Jesus, since he likes levity. Most people have the Pee-Jesus shocked out of them, whereas I
have had P. Jesus shocked into me.
OK dreams, you've done your job well. You've
guided me through the mire of my illusion and suffering; out of the alley of my garbage; through the primal
mud and shadow stuff to the wild, untamed innocence
and fun of Child Wisdom, which is THE KEY to attaining the Kingdom of Heaven within.
Lest I get a 'big head' by thinking I'm now and
forevermore a being of the Light Jesus has the final
Cosmic Chuckle by having this last dream message
end where it begins and begin where it ends, suggesting that all is cyclical and never-ending. No doubt this
ploy is designed to keep us on our spiritual toes, refining our lives in the process.
So, let the Spiral Dance continue- ever upward! p
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by Dean M. McClanahan

For more than 40 years, a growing body of
evidence has been pointing towards the existence and
reality of extraterrestrials (ETs) and unidentified flying
objects (UFOs) and their interfacing with human
beings. This information continues to grow despite
serious efforts to repress it or to discredit and ridicule
the providers of this knowledge.
C. G. Jung, in writing about this topic, equated the
coming of the UFO phenomena with the ending of an
era and the coming of a new age, Aquarius, which is
associated with the transformation of the collective
psyche. He likened this to the age of Pisces, associated
with the rise of Christianity. Jung analyzed and
commented upon several dreams dealing with the UFO
theme from within the framework of his psychology;
he gave his opinion regarding UFOs from both
psychological and non-psychological points of view.
According to my understanding of his writings, Jung
accepted UFOs as being both subjective and objective
fact. 1
According to an article written by Jerome Clark,
Jung was a member of the Ariel Phenomena Research
Organization (APRO) from 1958until his death and
was pro-UFO in his conclusions regarding their
existence. 2
The growing number of people reporting UFO-ET
dreams presents an enigma. Some dreams are so vivid
they are being referred to as experiences-- something
beyond-- or more than a dream. This confusion exists
not only among those who have these experiences but
those investigating the phenomena as well.
Careful reading of the books, Intruders 3, The
Andreasson Affair4 and Communion 5 reveals many
examples of these dream I experiences. Statements such
as; " I had a dream, but it was more than a dream, " or "J
awakened from a dream but it wasn't a dream, it was
too real," are typical.
What constitutes a dream as distinct from an
experience, when both have the" common basis" of
sleep? The answer to this question lies in the definition

of" dream " and " dreaming. " When dreaming sleep
and waking consciousness are regarded as a "focus-ofawareness" it becomes possible to accept dreams and
dreaming as reality at another dimension or level of
existence. Is it not possible for one dimension or level
to impinge upon another?
Webster's New World Dictionary defines" dream"
as "A sequence of sensations, images, th oughts, etc.,
passing through a sleeping person's mind." This is
erroneous and misleading; it seems to me a new
definition must be formulated. It is highly probable
that alternate realities are breaking through into
waking consciousness as well as during the sleep state.
I believe some dreams can be accepted as experiences
at a different level or dimension of reality and may be
referred to as" dream-experiences," which indicates
their basis of origin is the sleep state. This could relieve
the confusion existing between dreams and dreamexperiences, as they are documented in the above
mentioned books.
Thefollowingexamplerevealshowapowerfuldreamexperience can drive a person to attempt to prove or
disprove the reality of the event. Please note that I have
guaranteed anonymity to the individuals who granted
permission to share these accounts.
"The following occurred during January,
1992. I do not remember the exact date. Upon
awakening . ..

... I recalled that five aliens had walked into my
room and stood by my bed. In an instant 1was
lying nude upon a white table. At this point only
three aliens were present. One had a long silver
tube, about 14 to 16 inches in length and 1/4 inch
in diameter; a red light was orr one end.
The entire room was white and near the ceiling was a
thin gold trim line. 1 was not frightened but felt
embarrassed, being naked. The alien 's etjes seemed a
little larger than what I've seer1 in pictures. I do not
remember seeing a nose butT was more curious about
my surroundings than I was about what they looked
like. Tfletjwere not Greys. Upon a wall in front of me
Vol. 13 No. 4/Dream Network
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was a "sign," it looked rather odd because the lettering
was similar to ours.
"VLV LV" was in gold. I did 110t have to speak, they
knew what 1 was thinking and vice-versa.
ThC1J ·went over my body with this silver tube
with the red light and declared me to be healthy.
The next thi11g I remember was this large threepointedrockformation. I remember them saying, "Six
miles north of the ruins," then I awakened.
That morning, like Richard Dreyfuss, Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, I found myself drawing a
picture of a three-pointed rock formation and the sign,
"VLV LV. " I drew and re-drew the rock formation about
a 100timesduringthe next few weeks. This was frustrating
since I could not draw it as I had seen it.
Those that I told of this thought I was losing my mind.
That is, until two months later, when my husband drove
to Pennsylvania. On his way through New Mexico, he
saw what I had been attempting to draw.

I've never been to New Mexico. We flew to Gallup in
April and I discovered the picture in my mind was real
(fig 1). This rock formation is about six miles from an old
Indian ruin; there are missile silos and a military base
nearby. We inquired of the local residents concerning
UFOs in the area but were unable to confirm any
sightings." (Female from California.)
Here is an example of how fear of the unknown may
cause us to act in a manner that is not always appropriate
to the situation we are experiencing:
"I awakened from a very vivid and colorful dream:

A UFO, or more than one, landed in our yard,
then left. In a short time we (the family) saw the UFOs
returning. We were fascinated but somewhat
frightened. Tzoo of us tried to hide under the porch.
At one point, about fiveorsixaliens from the ships
were in the house. Most of them appeared to be like
normal people but theJj didn't talk much. One female,
appearing to be about 50 years of age, was somewhat
strange looking. She was of normal height but her face
was very pale and her skin smooth. Her features were
angularand unusual,almost masculinebut, not exact/ y
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that, more like powerful and calm1y intense. When I
happened to brush against her shoulder, 1 received a
strong shock, likestaticelectricihJ. She put her hand blj
my head and said, 'I'm checking for something.' I
thought she was checkingforweapons, as it seemed like
she was acting as a metal detector.
There was one child or dwarf among the group
who was somewhat frightening. He tended to run
about babbling. I think he was more curious than
threatening. At one point l ran outside to get away
from him and took to the air, "flying."
As thea liens were leaving, l thought they wanted
ustogowith them. ThC1Jdidn otsaysobutthatwasmy
impression and fear. I said l did not trust them enough
to go with them. My son wanted to go but I insisted
that he not. I took one of them by the hand and twisted
his arm until it broke to show that I would resist if they
tried to abduct us. Jsaid, 'Though I can't go with you,
please come to visit us again .' They remained silent
and emotionless throughout all this.
The ship left with bright lights and low humming.
I don't recall what the crafts looked like, only that they
were not all alike; perhaps therezoere two or three and
they were not the conventional UFOs . We were going
outside to watch the small crafts return to the mother
ship ...
w hen the phone rang, and I woke up. " (Male from
Missouri.l2 / 15 / 90)
UFOs, and aliens began to appear in my own dreams
during the fall of 1989 when my focus-of-awareness
became centered upon UFO research. My primary interest
lies in the manner in whkh theseexperiencesareportrayed
in what is commonly referred to as a dream. The following
two examples reveal how dream-experiences attempt to
raise our level of consciousness and awareness.
(DMM) 6/ 6/ 92. "I was walking down a long
concrete ramp that paralleled a building. It was not
quite dark. I looked up and became aware of a great
number of UFOs in the sklj and watched the lights of
one UFO as it descended to the ground. I ran over to
where it had landedandsawwhatappeared to be a man
dressed in a gray coverall uniform. He was carrying a
clipboard and walking towards me. I knew that he had
come down to earth to do some work. 1was thrilled by
this and wanted to tell others. Upon looking around,
fewoftheother peoplewhowere present appeared to be
interested in what was taking plar:e. This dismayed
me. The only indication this man was not human was
in the manner he projected himself One had to carefully
scrutinize his behavior in order to detect this. I was
elated at having this experience."
(DMM) 3/29 / 90. "Was inside a cave watching
the alien Greys, those responsible for abduction and
cattle mutilations. They could not see me but I could
see them. I kne-w this observation was being madefrom
a dimension lying bC1JOnd their awareness. I was
intrigued and delighted by this experience."

The following accounts are typical of the feelings
and emotions evoked during these vivid' dreamexperiences. From my wife, Shelly, 12 / 17/ 90:

for this.' I felt as though I belonged here.
This dream left me with feelings of joy that lasted
throughout the day."
My daughter, Autumn, 6 / 18 / 90:

"l recall seeing three or four UFOs. My first
thought was, 'I'm dreaming ' but I knaw it is much
more than that. We are inside the house.
The ETs are of "light " and "energJJ" One
approaches me, my whole being lights up. Ifeel different.
This seems to be my imagination working but it's not.
They are friendly and want to teach me things.
We go outside on the front porch. I see three space
ships, themother-shipis like a largeplanet.l'mamazed,
l jump up and down with excitement! They send a
space ship and board me.

''I'm taken somewhere. I see these small Grey
beings that are wearing robes. Tirey are interrogating
me about my purpose of visiting Lynn, a friend. They
regard this as an intrusion for she lives upon their
territory. Theyalsoinquireaboutthechanneling. !feel
strange but unafraid as there are other ET.s present
who are protecting us."
These type of dream-experiences transcend human
logic and reason. They lie beyond psychological concepts,
have no basis in religions and are rejected by science. As
the weight of evidence continues to grow, it shall become
evident that our concepts of what constitutes "reality"
must be drastically revisioned. SJ

This is not the first time thi s has happened; when I
lived with my motheri had these experiences. I recall the
inside of the ship but I can't find words to describe this.
As I get on board, a light-being approaches me,

then steps inside of me. Ifeellikea child in its mother's
arms, safe, loved. When the light-beings stepped back
out of me I asked, "What have you done? " The lightbeing replied, 'You needed that. ' I began to cry. 'Why
are you tearing?' the light-being asked. 'l don 't knmo
~f f'm happy or sad,' I replied. This took place in an
enclosedsettingso Icouldslmolyaccept this. I inquired,
'Why was I not aware of the past boardings?' 'You
would have gone mad,' replied the light-being. 'Y<Jtt
have expanded your consciousness and are rww read.lj
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Dolphin Dreamtime

Come, swim with these wild dolphins and .live at sea in the Bahamas for 6 days.
Don't wait to make your dreams come true. Have the experience of a lifetime, now!
Send foc brochure outlining upcoming journeys to:
Dolphinswim, PO Box 8653, Santa Fe, NM 87504. Ph: 505/466--0579
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n August of 19871 had another in the series of dreams I've come to think of as "Parallel Earth Nobel Prize
winners." This dream brought a very remarkable person into my life, one who has subsequently become a valued friend and advisor. I'll start with the dream and then let Moon Caller speak to you in his own eloquent words.

"A 'Gift from Nice' "

An enormous, posh, catered affair honoring a very important person
is being arranged by a woman friend. I'm sitting in on a planning session with my friend
and the staff When she imperiously describes how she wants the dessert presented
to the Guest of Honor, I whisper an aside, '/!'Gift from Nice."'l
And the pastry chef smothers a laugh and winks at me.
Later, at the party, my friend urges me to taste some of her incredibly rich
chocolate mousse cake. But I've been struggling to eat only what's good for me.
Finally, she urges me once too often and I break down. I try to take just a bite of the cake with
my fork. But the cake disappears and I'm left with a huge glob of icing.
First Dialogue with the "Guest of Honor"
BARBARA: Guest of Honor, will you speak?

GUEST OF HONOR: Avec plaisire. I thank you for
your "nice gift." I am another one of the Nobel Prize
Winners coming to you in your dreams.
BARBARA: Are you French? And are you an artist or
a scientist?
GUEST OF HONOR: Those aren't the only choices,
you know. What if I'm a Peace Prize winner? Have you
considered that perhaps your Nobelists are coming
from Parallel, Probable, and Possible Earths? If you pay
attention to us, we could influence what happens here
too.
You wanted a piece of the cake-a peace of the cake.
And it eluded you. Peace eludes this planet. But getting
peace would be a piece of cake if people wished for it with
all their hearts and imaginations. That's what I didwished for it, meditated on it, dreamed it. And I went out
and taught people how to meditate on peace in their
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hearts and lives and dreams, on peace on Earth, peace in
our time. I helped them to see that each one of them was
a piece of the peace.
By the way, I am French Canadian. Think about that
one for a while. On your Earth I would be bilingual and
binational-in essence a foreign colonial dominated by a
British-like society that feels physically and culturally
dwarfed by its neighbor to the South. An unwanted child
of an unwanted culture. What better place for magic
dreamers to arise! It's an old, old wound. Not fresh and
filled with rage like the Palestinians. Yet, old rage, old
wounds long-suffered, can be transmuted by dreams.
But that is your Earth. Now consider this: What if
there had never been a British conquest of Canada? What
if Canada had become a blend of French and Indian - an
entire country of Metis, all blends of numerous genetic,
karmic, and cu lturallines? What if your northern neighbor
were no copy of you at all, but totally different? What an
interesting view we would have of you, non? Gallic
temperament in a cold climate: What kinds of interesting

mutations would occur? Boreal light is very s pecial-it
reflects the energies of Spirit and dream, of night and
winter, of death and gestation.
The French were always closer to the Indians than the
English, they lived with them, adopted their ways,
intermarried. In our Canada we didn't have the French
and Indian Wars-we created the French and Indian
peace. The passion and clear intellect of the French coupled
with Indian spirituality and love of the Earth. What a
combination! What a chance to develop a whole new
Earth view, a blend of old world and new. A blend of
spirit and mind; of passion and reserve. What if we never
became a Catholic or Protestant country, but rather
something new under the Sun? Who better to teach peace
on Earth-piece of cake. A true Gift from Nice, non?
It is interesting that you dreamed of Nice. The French
city of Nice was the center of the old realm of Aquitainea fairy kingdom if ever there was one. What if, on my
Earth, the brief flowering of art, music, and love of words
that arose in medieval Aquitaine did not disappear into
endless war, but spread to the New World on the first
wave of European exploration and circumnavigation?
What if the bardic tradition came intact to the northernmost
part of the Northern Hemisphere? Think of the rich blend
of troubadours with the myth spinners of the Algonquians
of the East Coast, of the Sea Peoples of the West Coast, of
the Plains People, and of the Inuit of the boreal realms.
I myself am half French and half Cree, a tribal people
who honor dreams and storytelling. On your Earth these
peoples struggle with poverty and prejudice and
reservation life. But what if on my Earth this tribe became
a major Canadian political and cultural force? What
then? What could we teach the world about vision quests,
eh? Piece of cake.
No one of us in my Canada is pureblood anything.
We are all Metis. In a way, we are a remeeting, a rejoining
of who we were when we first dispersed in the human
migrations following the Ice Ages.
I am French and Indian and Canadian. And I am a
Dream Shaman. I wish you to think about how what I
know, what I am, can influence the possibilities for the
Earth on which you live. I have come to you all to teach
you of our failures and our successes. I am here for you to
use, to question, to learn from.
My name is Jean-Fran<;ois Cartier-Moon Caller. At
least that's one translation of the Cree part of my name.
You can call me Moon Caller, if you like.

Second Dialogue with Moon Caller
Barbara: Tell me more about being a Dream Shaman.
Moon Caller: First I would like to speak to you about the
Shamanic frequency. I am here to tell you that Shamanism
is a planet-wide spiritual, healing, culturally transformative energy that courses through the subtle pathways
of this planet. It arises from the hearts and souls and
wisdom of all the living beings of your Earth, my Earth
and all the other Earths. It arises as one voice, one song,

from the two-leggeds, the four-leggeds, the people of the
air and water, the creepy-crawlies, the rooted ones, the
metallic ones, and the crystalline bones of this planet.
This frequency spans all places, all cultures, all life
forms. It is as ancient as the first sentient life form to
appear here-whether it emerged from the primordial
ooze, or from the shadow world that preceded this one, or
by traveling here from other planets, other stars. This
energy mode is a way of being, of perceiving that is
growing and changing and transforming through mutual
need. And most importantly, because Shamanic energy is
deeply wired into the dream frequencies of the Earth, it
holds the power to bind us all together.
As I told you before, my people were powerful
dreamers. Among us, among our healing clans, there
emerged a group of people who walked two paths at the
same time-the dreamworld and tht ~wa kingworld. Over
many generations, these Dream Shamans came to learn a
great deal about the subtle rea Ims of sleep and dream, and
of the broader and deeper uses of dreaming energy.
From my youngest years I dreamed about worlds
where whole peoples, whole planets, dreamed together
and created worlds of music and art and storytelling.
Worlds of peace and healing reaching out toward us
across the stars. My life began to spin around a vision of
what might happen here if all the peoples of Earth ever
began to dream together.

Third Dialogue with Moon Caller
Barbara: You haven't told me how you came to win
the Nobel Peace Prize.
Moon Caller: By sharing their dreamlife, my people
sought ways to come together to heal old wounds, old
rifts. Moon meditations and shared dreaming ceremonies
and sacred dream times were made known to us.
As peace began to spread from heart to heart, within
families, and tribes, we decided to reach out to our
neighbors, and then to their neighbors, and their neighbors.
I was chosen to lead our clan of Dream Shamans and
apprentices from people to people across our land,
teaching whoever would stop and listen what we had
learned.
For many years we traveled from the stormy Atlantic
Islands to the coast of Vancouver, from the polar ice cap
to the golden seas of our southern wheat lands.
Everywhere we held our Moon meditations, our dream
ceremonies, at the times we knew our people at home
would be dreaming together. As we all learned to come
together with hearts and spirits open, we created strength
and unity among all the peoples and tribes across our
land.
Barbara: You met no resistance to your teachings?
Moon Caller: Of course we did. We were threatening
everything people had come to know as their "way of
life." But we had one great gift we brought with us
wherever we went. We were storytellers.
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Among my people, the use of elegant language was a creative harmony in the peace that your scientists see as the
highly developed art. Remember, I am both French and dance of chaos.
The shared dream images were so powerful, they
Cree. Both my lineages honored the power and beauty of
words. With us, the elegance and passion of the French could be carried on television transmission lines. All who
troubadours blended with the ancient and epic Native participated knew they had been part of a great thing. A
storytelling tradition. My tribe came to be known as "the new day was dawning for our Earth. Although our dream
vision had not yet become reality, our energies had been
People of the Word."
And so wherever we went, we were made welcome, joined, our purposes united as one. We knew that global
even if grudgingly, because we were the People of the solutions lay in global dreams, and we began step by step,
Word. After all, everyone, everywhere, no matter what dream by dream, to work for the waking reality of what we
their belief system, social status, or age, loves stories. And had dreamed together.
On my eightieth birthday, I received a gift from my
telling stories-in the proper seasons and at the right time
of night-leads directly to dreaming. Once we had them world-the Nobel Peace Prize. Only here we call it the
dreaming, the energy frequency grew stronger in power Earth Dreaming Prize. I was the first recipient, but not the
last. Nor was it the last of my travels. For now I have come
and volume. Once they were dreaming, they were ours.
Within a generation, all of Canada was dreaming to your Earth bringing our stories, our Moon meditations,
together, meditating together, at the sacred seasons and our shared dreaming ceremonies.
Let us begin our journey together. Let us make a ....
times, pooling the hopes and visions of all the many
individuals and all the many life forms of our land. We
dreamed that we held great councils, that we passed the
New Moon Ceremony for the Earth
talking stick and came to consensus decisions that improved
the life of everyone and everything. And when we awoke, we knew in our hearts that these councils, and these
decisions, were true and holy. And we began to put them
into effect.
Peace and tolerance spread among us. We learned to
dance in harmony with all the different ways of seeing the
world, with all the different stories of how things came to
be, with all the different ways of honoring Spirit, with all
the different ways of governing, of educating our young, of
caring for our ill, our poor and our old.
It was then decided in Dream Council that I was to lead
our band of dreamers and teachers across the seas and
skies of our Earth. We moved from hemisphere to
hemisphere, continent to continent, country to country,
village to village. Everywhere we went we told stories
tuned to that piece of the Earth, to those people we were
with at the time. Your artist friend, the Sufi dreamer,
picked up one of our Eastern Desert stories the other night
The night of the New Moon, gather together in a
when she slept over at your house.
circle-in a room, under the sky -wherever you like. But
Wherever we went we organized mass meditations
always make a circle, even if you're in some featureless
and dream ceremonies that coincided with the sacred
room with rows offoldingchairs. Always come together in
seasons and dreamtimes that our people at home had
a circle, for this is how relationship is made, by going
learned to honor. And the odd thing was, the more we
around, and around, and around.
traveled, the more people we dreamed with, the faster the
Before entering the sacred circle, people will form a
movement spread. It no longer took generations for a
line in pairs. The pair closest to the circle will cleanse each
whole people, a whole country to dream together. At first
other. There are many ways: with smoke, perhaps of sage
it took a year, then a few months, then only one cycle of the
or sweet grass-and always silvery artemisia for Moonlight
Moon.
and dream; with the sound of a bell; with a feather; by the
On the eighth anniversary of our leaving home we
sprinkling of a few drops of spring water that has been
celebrated the first Whole Earth Dream Ceremony. It lasted
blessed. Then they will cleanse the second pair. The first
48 hours, in order to cover all the time zones. It was
pair will then find their places in the sacred circle, and the
broadcast by satellite hook-up around the globe. Remember
second pair will cleanse the third pair, and so on, until all
the masses of people around your world watching the first
are seated.
Moon Landing? Just so, masses of people dreamed of
Once in the circle, people will sit quietly for a moment
seeing our Earth restored to health, our air and waters
and sense the presence of everyone there. They will pay
cleansed and sparkling, our peoples and beings living in
especial attention to their thymus (or High Heart) chakra,

l
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governor of the immune system, which lies midway
between the throat and the heart chakras. This is the
energy center of self-healing, of compassion, and
community. They will feel golden energy streaming out of
their thymuschakra , spreading out to touch their neighbors,
and then everyone in the circle. A sphere of golden energy
will form in, around, and through the circle and all who sit
within it.
People will bring their power things, their Moon things,
their dream things. One by one, they will place their sacred
things in the center of the circle to create a vortex of
blessing-filled energy..
Pass a talking stick. People will say why they have
come this night. What they hope for themselves and for
others, what new beginnings they envision. For the New
Moon is a time of new beginnings, a promise that is offered
again and again throughout the cycle of the year.
Together, speak the words of the ...

Prayer for the New Moon
New Moon, Maker of all new trungs,
New beginnings, new months, new lives,
Making from shadow, from reflection,
Making from the source,
Making from sleep, from dream.
Moon of the bringing in
Of the riches of the Mother,
We plant by Moon, distilled Sun,
Roots are nurtured in dream,
Deep, deep in Earth
Where moonlight touches
All that is hidden,
All that is fluid,
All that most wishes to BE.
Make yourself in the Making Moon.
Make your world in the Making Moon.
Make blessings.
Receive blessings.
Sleep to seal
To make real
The new.
Now, remaining within the group energy field, each
individual dreamer is to focus the golden stream of energy
flowing from the thymus chakra upon the Earth problem
that concerns him or her the most- the destruction of the
Earth's natural resources; pollution; epidemics; bloody
strife wherever it is now erupting on the planet; poverty,
hunger and homelessness; violence on the streets or within
the family; there's an endless shopping list.
Don't worry about fragmenting the group energy, for
the old adage that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts is very true. Just envision a golden energy field
surrounding the area or problem of your deepest concern.
Allow whatever images arise to come, no matter what they
may be. Allow them to speak to you.

After your shared dream, once again pass the talking
stick. Offer your visions to the circle. Were there similarities?
Were there any major differences? Were there any messages
for the whole group? Was there any sense of a larger
presence participating in this communal conversation?

EARTH DREAMING NIGHTS
Friday Nights are Earth Dreaming Nights. Come, join
us on these nights in a shared dream, a shared prayer, for
all the life of Earth. Donating your night's dreaming energy
is a great service to us a II. However you may be guided to
offer it, your energy may be used to foster healing and
peace, growth, learning, and spiritual transformationwhatever the Earth feels it needs most at that particular
time. On these nights you will be consciously joining your
loving, healing energies to those of all the other aware
presences on, in and around the planet who perform such
service on a regular basis.
To participate: As you lie in bed waiting for sleep,
visualize roots growing from the core of your being and
emerging out the soles of your feet. Visualize these strong,
powerful roots growing downward from your bed, through
your bedroom floor, through your house, and through the
many layers of soil and rock beneath, to embed themselves
deeply within the core of the Earth's being.
Use your roots to draw up Earth energy, filling you
with warmth and peace and ease, surrounding you like a
cozy blanket. Visualize, feel, sense yourself within the
golden energy field created by all of us who are dreaming
together this night. Count on being able to call on the
energy of the whole. Count on being able to contribute to
the energy of the whole. Simply focus your attention on the
planet, and repeat a brief prayer:
"With great love I offer my dreaming energy
this night to be used as the Earth sees fit
for the benefit of all life." ffJ
(B. Shor & DN will collaborate in this service project.
Please submit dreams, inspiration & insights to DN PO
B1026, Moab, UT 84532)
1 A "Gift from Nice" is an incredibly elaborate pastry made
of sponge cake enclosed in a "basket" woven of angelica and
pastry cream frosting to look like wickerwork and decorated
with candied violets. It takes hours of work to create.
2

See "Song of the Moon," by Prudence See, next page.
When I was working on this piece, Prue, who lives upstate,
was spending the night at my house. Unaware of what I was
writing, she had a powerful drea m that she told me the
following morning. To our astonishment, it turned out to be
one of Moon Caller's teaching tales, and Prue graciously
consented to share it with us all and to illustrate it as well.

BARBARA SHOR is a writer, shared dreaming researcher,
experiential dreamworker and spiritwzl counselor. A founding
member of the N.Y Dream Community, she led the Dreamgates
Communities for many years. She has been published in Dream
Network journal, Gnosis and in Dreamtime and Dreamwork.
Stanley Krippner, Ed. (Tnrcher, 1990). She is currently completing
her book, Shared Dr§ming: Cref!!ingS:omm lffill~he 2lg Century.
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Thre S (f)} n g (f)}f th re M (f)} (f)} n
A STORY By Prudence See

There was once a very poor peasant who was
filled with desire to serve the king.
"I have nothing to offer him," he said to himself,
"but more than anything I want to spend my entire life
in his court serving him."
It happened that the king was riding through the
desert with a vast retinue of servants and the peasant
approached and threw himself face down in the sand
before him.
"Who is this man?" asked the king of his servants.
"He is only a poor peasant who simply wants to
serve you," they replied.
"What have you to offer me? ~' asked the king. "No
one can be my servant without having something
special to offer me."
But the poor peasant did not answer. He did not
know what he could possibly have that would be
special enough to offer the king.
"I am continuing on my journey," said the king,
"but my servants at the end of my train will test you. If
you can answer them correctly, you can join the court."
So the poor peasant remained prostrate in the sand
until the vast train of the court had nearly passed by.
The sun set and a full moon rose slowly above the
desert sands.
At last, a servant approached him. "Now tell us
what special gift you can offer the king," he asked.
The peasant, whose forehead had remained bowed
to the grourid all this time, replied: "0 noble servant, I
will offer to tell the king the sound of the moonlight
touching the desert sand."
The king's servant went away to consult with the
other servants. It became very dark as the Moon slid
behind a cloud.
Finally, the king' s servant returned. As he
approached in the darkness, he saw a flame that seemed to emerge from the crown of the peasant's head and
cast a silvery glow all around him as he knelt.
"Rise up and join us," said the king's servant, "for
your ears have heard and without need of words you
can give to the king the Song of the Moon." p
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Into a wasteland time in my life came a symbol
Night dreams and day dreams are like Siamese
that I framed and now keep on my bathroom vanity.
twin sisters. They may be surgically separated by daily
It is a card picturing lions, tigers and bears frolicking
events, but the urge to reunite is too strong to keep
them apart forever. I found that I could not share in
with a young girl and a message saying: "Incredible
things happen when you believe in your dreams."
much of the cultural dreams that was being touted for
From a late-Depression era birth and a frugal WWII
women in my era, so I left for the desert and
re
--~egan exploring. Initiation often begins
childhood, not many of my dreams bo~
with the initiate leaving the village
fruit. And so many decades later, I
\\
II
I
1 r I/
of origin and asking some deep
follow an urge to go back and
\ . I 1( 1
1 I \I
. / ·, · ·'
\
questions. As I journeyed, I
breathe life into all that lay
dormant during those
(
~ ·
I
I
' found myself asking
survival years.
:'
/
whether I was running
As I floated between
-·
1 \
toward something or away
wakinganddreamlifeearly I <
~·· I fromsomething.The
..__ )
answer turned out to be
one morning, a promise was \ _
\ '
both: I ran toward
birthed: " I discover flawers on
a plant that has never bloomed
';..
\ /
opportunities but I soon
before." I was very moved by
~
•
discovered that I was also
/ lugging along what I had run from
the beauty of this imagery and
~· .. inner work that would not be left
message, yet it was at least a decade
before I began to respectfully record my
behind. The only map for my journey came
dreams in a journal. And it was even later, after
from loyal listening within. When doubts about my
graduate studies in Jungian psychology, that I began to chosen direction began to assail me, Dream Sister preunderstand the clarion call of the dream blossoms. JliSt as sen ted:
desert plants - in times of little moisture - ?0
I've decided that I will begin to nurse the male child I
underground until rain bri~gs them in~o bloom ag~m,
had stopped nursing. I wonder if I still have milk but the
dreams, too, require a tenaciOus and skillful mothenng
baby seems to be getting satisfaction. It feels good to be
which knows that~n ordertosm:ive, they may need to go
holding him and I feel him pull himself closer to my
underground dunng drought-hme.
.
breast. I begin caressing him and notice he gets an
Like most ten year olds, I one day drea~ed a b1g
erection.
dream about who I wanted to be: a story wnter. I was
This dream tableau had me bonding with my
euphoric with this birthed identity and eager to gallop
the path to create it. But there was no moisture to water abandoned phallic potential and showed that when I
nourish this potential from my feminine self and stroke
the tender shoot that was writing stories. School
closing for the summer caused the prized stories on the it, it becomes creatively potent.
My night dreams walk me through landscapes that
fifth grade classroom bulletin board to be rele-gated to
during the day I hurry past, dressed in a full suit of
a box in the basement at home.
Vol. 13 No. 4/Drmm Network
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armor. But no suit of armor can
shield us from that which begs
conscious awareness and desires to
be allowed a respectful place in life.
As I pressed on through graduate
school studies and then on to licensing as a therapist, Dream Sister
said: "Wa it a minute!" as one night
I dreamt:

I am studying for my licensing
exam. When I enter the room in
which the exam is to take place, I
discover it is a doctor 's office. I
have somehow mixed up my
appointments and this is my pelvic
exam appointment time.
Dream Sister seemed to be
warning me that I was attempting
to live in the future while my body
was needing some attention now,
especially in the area of feminine
reproductivity. Indeed, this proved
prophetic because it ushered in an
extended period of health problems
which forced me, as does pregnancy, to be in a waiting period.
24

Carefully related to, dream images ease us into life passages. Befriended, those alienated images
within are less likely to have to be
dealt with outwardly in body symptoms or with mates or co-workers.
But sometimes it is only through
seeing ourselves in one symptom or
another, that we recognize how we
thwart the pulse of life beating and
begin to see all that is trying to
unite within us. It is so, so hard for
me to make room for and to humbly wait upon the wisdom of this
community within which comes to
teach me that healing is a process of
cooperation.
One night, in dream time, a beloved aunt of mine who had begun
to journey and then aborted that
journey, appeared in my dream
asking to hear a story I had written.
This dream framed itself in my
mind for days and I wondered
which story she wanted to hear.
Then it occurred to me: I had begun
my journey as a story writer, then
aborted it! The something that

touched my life the day I knew, as
a ten-year-old - that I wanted to
write stories- wanted back into
my life.
It was frightening to go back
and touch the pain I had stored in
that box of stories relegated to the
basement. It seemed easier to pursue goals which fit more easily into
a culture that had little respect for
myth and story. But increasingly, I
found I was not being satisfied by
those pursuits.
I woke one
morning from a dream in which my
whole body was lustily singing,

"Prepare ye the way of the Lord,"
from the musical Godspell. It was
time, Dream Sister said, to quench
my thirst from the inner well.
"It's not easy being green" as
Kermit the frog sings. And it is not
easy being a writer following one's
dreams. One day my first letter of
acceptance came from a publisher
and then I knew that "Incredible
things happen when we believe in
our dreams!" so
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This is a brief selection of
the many writing games you can play
with dreams. After you've tried these
various play tools a few times, you' ll
discover which ones appeal to you the
most and which work best with which
sorts of dreams-for you. You are the
expert! You always know w h.ich dreams
need working on, a nd in time you'll be
able to tell whether yo u need a hammer,
a monkey wrench, or Dr. Who's Sonic
Screwdriver. Just remember, this isn't
dreamwork-it's DREAM PLAY. The
whole point is to have fun, and to find
your own inner, inex haustible, fund of
joy! Many of these techniques I learned
from my first dream mentor, Kay C.
Greene, and I hope you pass them on to
your dream partners and playmates as
well.

•

Dialoguing: The one dream play
tool I find the most useful has always
been dialoguing directly with what feels
like the most important symbol in a
dream-a perso n, a being, an object, a
thing, a place, an emotion. Just write
your initials in the margin of a piece of
paper and ask politely if the dream
element will speak with you, and why
it appeared in your dream. Below your
query, write the initials of the element
-WOW for Wise Old Woman, UF for
Unnamed Fears, TM for Tall Mountain,
etc. (often the initials contain clues as
well), and then simply write down what
pops into your mind, no matter how off
the w a ll it may seem. Ask more
q uestio ns if you like and listen for I
write down whatever comes to you.
Then put the dialogue away and read it
the nex t day; you'll be s urprised by
what you find. Personal computers
make dream dialoguing incredibly easy
and fun. How e ve r, you can also
dialogue with dream elements while
yo u are still dreaming if you're skilled
at lucidity; and you can do it awake as
an oral, gestalt dialogue, with you
playing both roles. Be sure to have a
ta pe record er going to ca tch the
conversation.
Write a moral or a motto.

Sum up themea ningofyourdream aIa

Aesop or La Fontaine. It's a very
interesting exercise to condense the
whole lesson of a dream into a short,
pithy for m that you can remember
easily-or post on your refrigerato[
This is good to do with a major dream
that has a life-cha nging quality about it.

Write a one-act play.

This
a llows you to dialogue with several
different elements of a dream at the
same time. Let them speak, not only for
themselves, but directly to each othe[
You don' t even have to be one of the
characters in this dream play- or yo u
can come onstage at the very end. Try
to bring your play to some sort of
dynamic resolution - positive if
possible.

Write the dream as a poem.
Condense the images and fee ling tone
of the dream into poetry. Do n't worry
abo ut being Shakespeare, just let the
dream elements speak to you in their
own poetic language.

Paint or draw the dream.
Again, you don' t have to be Rembrandt
or Picasso. Just su rro und yo urself with
colored pens, crayons, or watercolors
and let your hand move in colors and
s hapes and forms a nd swirls and lines
-w herever it wa nts to go. And leave
your judgmental se lf in the closet. Just
play freely, joyo usly - be five years
old aga in with a new set of fingerpaints!
Post your dream a rtwork where you
can look a t it fora while. Let the meaning
s ink in non-verba lly. After a ll, that's
how the dream carne to yo u in the first
place. Get used to drawing o r painting
in your dream journal, make dreamplay
a multimedia event.

Play "Dictionary" Look up
the words in yo ur dreams that puzzle
yo u o r seem odd . You mig ht also try
looking up the o nes yo u think yo u know
perfectly well. Read a ll the derivations;
a ll the definitions a nd the sub-definitions; read the" see a lso" suggestions.
The results are not only asto nishing,
they're g reat fun. Follow any and all
leads as they ' re clues to what your
dream is tell ing yo u.
Play "Halloween." Remember
when you were a kid at a party and they
passed out pencils a nd paper a nd told
yo u to make as many words as possible

o ut of the word "Halloween" (or
Thanksgiving, or National Pickle Week)
and whoever had the longest list got a
prize? Well, you can do that with a oneword dream, or a puzzling "nonsense"
word that appears in a dream. The prize
is the key to solving a puzzle in yourself.

First, make a list of all the words
you can make out of the word in the
dream. They don' t even all have to be
to tally legal dictio nary words. Try
"sounds like," as if you were playing
charades. Push and pull a t all the dimensions of the word. Follow your
instincts and hunches. Listen to words
tha t just pop into your mind. Play!
Then play ''Dictionary" again
and look up the definitions of the most
fruitfu l words on your list, the ones that
jump up and down and shou t, "Look
me up! What do I really mean?" If it's
a s hort list, look them a ll up and
carefully read all the parts of the
definitions and sub-listings, including
the derivations of the word as well. You
never know where the clue is hiding,
the "A ha! " that comes when you
discover what this is all abo ut! This is
what Eugene Gendlin calls the "felt
shift," tha t deep sigh, or feeling of
release a nd relief that yo u get when a
revelation has dawned. Out of all this
comes new inklings, new ideas, insights
tha t s hine spotlights o n formerly hazy
or totally meaningless dream words
and g ives them new clarity a nd inner
mea ning. Often these words become
tra nsforming symbols.
At this point, yo u can take the new
wo rds o n your list, or the ones you've
discovered in the dictionary, or in
associations and write a new dream
with them. Then pick out the most userfriendly software in your Tool Kit and
track dow n the new, expa nded mea ning. No snippet of dream is too small o r
too insig nificant to work with. And the
rewards for the time you spend are
enormo us. You ma ke friends with
yo urself on a new level of awareness
and begin to open up yo ur life to new
poss ibilities you may neve r hav e
dreamed of! p
(Excerpted from "Dream Tool Kit: How
to Remember & Decode Yo ur Own Dreams"
by Barbara Shor, c/o Dreamgates, PO. Box
20219, Catiledral Finance Sta tion, New York,
N.Y. 10025-1511. $8 copy.)
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by Catherine Knapp
Dreams and bodies work and play well together. Both have been designated caretakers of
whatever material consciousness does not want to touch. It's as if dream expressions and body
communications are exploring the same undercurrents of our lives, from different perspectives. Working
with both simultaneously opens new dimensions of process work. Following are some personal dreambody experiences.

A Dream Interprets Body Communication
I wake up, my body filled with tension. Drifting back to sleep, I ask dreams about this tension.
1follaw two people down a steep walkway to a beautiful lake surrounded by steep pine-coz>ered hills. The beauty here

causes me to open up and relax. Entering the wate1; I know that I ·want to go into the deep water but feel myse~f sinking.
Knowing Tneed to be buoyed up, an irmertube appears and Ifloat delightfully. The dream shifts to an interaction with a
woman who talks ·with me about the way I try to jolt myself out of habitual patterns, a method she doesn 't believe in. I
tell her that the habitual patterns are so strong that 1feel! need the jolt to exit their hold on me. She says perhaps I need
a sudden yet gentle shift; as she says this, she strokes a white feather that 1know is myself
As she caresses it, the feather becomes horsehair.
I wake up relaxed. Body communicates through tension that consciousness is forcing something. The dream
expresses some elements needed by my being: beauty, deepening with support, a sense that needs will be met delight
a gentler approach to my personal work, acceptance of the power of subtle transformation.

Bodies Interpret Dream Experience
I dream that Tam driving a station wagon whose back door is open. In the back are four shapes, one of which is round
with a complex pattern in the middle. This shape keeps falling out and a man follows behind the car continually
replacing the shape. I slaw down each time to allow him to do this and am surprised that he is there.
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In our dream group, we acted out this dream, each of '
a while. A policeman decides to devote his life to
us noticing what we experienced in our bodies. My
playing and inventing games with the murderer,
experiences as the driver and the man brought up some
becoming the murderer's shadow.
issues that were on my mind but it was my experience as
I feel that this won't work
the shape that amazed me. Although consciously [had
-- that the murderer will get away again-every intentionofbeingplacedback"in the car," my body
but I scan ahead in time and it does work.
refused to budge. Body wanted to stay put, rest, feel the
My left shoulder is killing me. As I stay with a very
floor, slow down . Body also wanted to experience the
shape's p<~ttern as an expression of body energy. Another su btlecontra ctionand re leaseofm yshoulderb ladetow ard
person felt irritability as the driver, which helped me feel my spine, I notice that this movement resonates with a
into that energy in my body. The third person, as the man, contraction in eye and brow: I don't want to see .... I
felt a reluctance to get involved in replacing the shape. [n explore the same subtle contraction and release in lifting
this way, I experienced dimensions of these three aspects and lowering my shoulder, noticing that my hearing
of self that consciousness may have easily talked itself blocks and clears: I don' t want to hear. ... When Tnotice
around. My friends and I were given space to act and and go with a feeling that I'm being gently nudged, Tfeel
experience from body authority rather than social energy flow down my arm into my hand. The shoulder
pain moves closer to my collarbone and I fee I like snarling.
convention.
I snarl I get a clear feeling that I need to become the
As
Dream Initiates Body Experience,
predator of the predator within and not leave this task to
Which Initiates Dream Experience
be projected onto others. Now I'm furious (at the
J restrictions in my senses, I believe). Realizing that I'm
I dream that l want to be bound and gagged
getting caught up in the concepts of anger, I follow the
because Tknow that it will feel good to stop
sensationoftheangeruntil I'm in the middle of a powerful
moving, and to stop the continuous motion
and impersonal flow of energy.

I

in my vision and equilibrium.
1expect that after 1am releasPd,
the freedom will feel pleasurable.

Beginning work, I check in with my body and notice
that my teeth ache. A friend asks meifi' d like to stay with
that feeling. My face feels as if its getting puffy.
Consciousness says I'm probably getting that sinus
infection back. T notice a desire to deny the sensation,
perhaps thinking! can will away the infection, or perhaps
there is more here. So I follow the sensation until I realize
that my face is a horse's face. Becoming the horse, I feel ,
in my body, many splinters of light, seemingly colorcoded. Each group of splinters of the same color is a
different subtle sense. Each color group responds
differently to something like a sound, a particular
vibration. As the horse, I begin to pull lines of energy
down from a stream of wind above my head and become
very sad doing this. I return to myself (from a state of
dreaming while awake) with deep crying. I know that I
have bound myself against freedom, and the unbinding
is sad, beautiful and slow.

Dream Story, Body Story
I check the door of a prison cell and find it
unlatched. A man who murders women has
escaped. A friend of mine walks into a room and he
hacks her head open with a hatchet. I am terrified
and sad. I know he kills only once but he comes
toward me and I jump as high as I can, taking hold
of a protrusion near the ceiling. Tam out of reach
since he is not too persistent. A variety of things
happen, including that he becomes a bird-insect for

Dream states often uccur during many kinds of
bodywork. In these dream states, body experiences can
be "understood" in new ways. During one bodywork
session I entered a deep space and a tight spot in my
throat effortlessly unraveled. It became an egg that held
a kind of truthfulness; with this sensation, I can measure
things about which I feel unsure.
Conversely, body and subtle body experiences often
occur in dreams either veiled (such as dreams about
houses etc.) or directly.
Dream-body work and play affects my involvement
with the world around me. Random events begin to
resonate, creating a sense of being part of a larger web.
Through this process, my body and dream worlds
feel more magical, painful, pleasurable, organic,
mysterious, as though with intentions of their own and
far more receptive. What affect does dream-body work
have on my consciousness?

I lie down with my other self, spooning with her,
on our sides. When she feels satisfied by this contact,
she disappears. I close up the summer cottage we have
been in and leave this place sensing t
hat it was never really mine.
I want to kick out the commentator voice within
but instead take a cue from this dream and ask this
voice about itself. It is a (musical) 16th note lying
down. I ask it if it wants to come into dream time I no
time; it does. The note wants to be with the pulsing
body rhythms and energies of dreams. p
Catherine Knapp, MA, LMT, /Jodyworks and dremnplays in
the sleepy valley of New Woodstock, NY
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Writers Dreaming
An Interview
with Naomi Epel
by H. Roberto Ossa no
DN: You have a long and fascinating
history insofar as your interest in dreams.
What compelled you? When did you begin?

Naomi: I remember discovering
Anne Faraday's Dream Power and
Patricia Garfield's Creative Dreaming
in a San Diego bookstore when I was
around 28 years old. I became very
exci ted about the way dreams ta lk in
pun and metaphor and wanted to learn
more. When l m ove d to the San
Fra ncisco Bayareaoneof the first things
I did was to go to the U.C. Berkeley
Library looking for more books on
dreams. All I could find was Freud,
which made me very angry. I looked
through the school catalog for
psychologycourses ondreamsand came
up with nothing. But as I was leav ing
the psych building, I noticed a flyer up
o n a bulletin board for a weeken d
workshop with Jean Adelman Mahoney
the following weekend. There, I had my
first experience with group dreamwo rk.
It was great! I soon found a class offered
through a loca l community college and
there gained important insight into a
terrifying childhood dream. !soon hea rd
about St. George Homes, a residential
treatment center fo r schizophrenic
adolescents where Jeremy Taylor a nd
Strephon Willi ams were doing
therape utic dreamwork and signed on

focused on dreamsharing with callers?

as a counselor making $150 I month. As
part of the program at St. George, the
whole gro up spent a month living in
teepees in the Mendicino Woodlands.
Imagine, 36 insa ne teenagers plus staff
doing ritua ls in the woods, howling at
the moon, e tc.I
When we weren't 'on' with the kids,
the staff spent time working on our own
dreams. We made art and masks and
did journal work. This was a very intense
and fertile period fo r me. When I finally
left St. George, I decided to apply the
things I'd learned about dreamwork to
a healthi er population and began
putting up signs announcing
workshops. Slowly, I build a practice.
All the while, I was studying with
everyone I could find. I learned about
dream thea ter from Jessica Allen, dream
AK DREAMWEAVER
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IDEAS FOR DREAMERS
CALL1-800-878-0951 FOR FREE INFO
O N OUR COMPLETE LINE OF
DREAMTOOLS INCLUDING: DREAM
PILLOWS, AUTHENTIC NATIVE
AMERICAN DREAMCATCHERS, AND
THE PREMIERE VIDEOTAPE...
NIGHT AND DAY-A PERSONAL
APPROACH TO DREAMWORK

A new video for personal transformation.
Magical Blend calls it "more than your average dream
interpretation tape ... video worth purchasing."
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singing from Grant Rudolf, dream reentry from Fred Olson. Je remy Taylor
cont inu ed to be my main mentor. I
attended his groups and consulted with
him abo ut various dreamwork issues.
We did a few workshops together which
rea lly increased my confidence.
For years, I went in and out of
dreamwork, doing o the r things to make
money while my interest waxed and
waned. I studied hypnosis, which
became an important e lement in
working with individuals. I started
graduate school. During those years
between '79 and '92, I held a number of
jobs, including private investigator,
market researcher and even real estate
agent! I became interested in radio and
learned to cut t;:.pe a t Western Public
Radio. In about 1990, I decided to start
my own radio show.
DN: When you did the show, was it

Dream Network Vol. 13 No.4 Pfiotocredit:: 'llfa£co(mLu6finer©1992

Naomi : The s how was called
Dream Talk. We would focus each
week's show on a dream theme ... for
instance, the dream theme of the w ee k
would be flying drea ms and I would
ask people to call and ta lk about their
flying dreams. Itwasno tthatsuccessful,
because our signal was in a very small
radius, not many people could hear the
show, so very few people called.
I had begun a job as a literary escort
some time the year before I s tarted to do
Dream Talk. My friend Susan Page called
me up after she came back from a book
tour a nd she shared that in each town
she visited to be on radio and TV, there
was a person who was paid to take care
of her and make sure she got to her
assignments on time. She said she
thought that would be a great business
for me to get into. She had actually met
a woman from San Francisco who
needed that type of help a nd she gave
my number to this woman and told me
to call her. I went a long time not really
wanting to do this, because - even
thoug h I thought it sounded like fun to
get paid to spend time with famous and
not-so-famous authors- it seemed like
a detour to my path as a dreamworker.
Like it was being disloyal to what I was
supposed to be doin g; it seemed
frivolous .
After several months, I fi nally called
this woman and put me to work. Slowly,
I began falling in love with the work!
It was so much fun to be in the car with

Cont'd on p. 36

By Ingrid Melissa Luke

through dreams and active imagination.
To better understand her feelings,
emotions and dreams, Tataya starts
painting pictures from the unconscious. Early on the Black Madonna
becomes a predominant image that
guides the artist / author to new levels
of healing and wholeness. The Black
Madonna Within includes 191 of Tataya's drawings, some are icon-like,
many are archetypal, all are powerful. The accompanying text is moving
and illustrates the power of dreams
and images to change our lives.

The Spinning Wheel:
The Art of Mythmaking

Writers Dreaming
by Naomi Epel, Carol Southern
Books, 1993, 292 p, $22.50 (H)
Radio Talk-show host and
dream researcher, Naomi Epel
interviews 26 well-known writers
including Maya Angelou, Amy Tan,
Stephen King and Isabel Allende
about how dreams affect their work,
their lives and their creative efforts.
Sue Grafton tells us why "a
frightening dream is wonderful for
me." In Anne Rice's The Queen of
Damned, the elders are based on an
image from a dream she had during
childhood. William Styron was in the
middle of a book that just wouldn't
come together: One morning he woke
with a waking vision which became
his next novel, Sophie's Choice. Hearing so intimately from highly creative
personalities in their "own voice" is
inspiring and bound to provoke new
insights into both the creative and
dreaming process.

The Black Madonna Within:
Drawings, Dreams, Reflections
by Tataya Malo
Open Court, 1994, 202 p, $16.95 (P)
After surviving the traumas of
World War II and chHdhood abuse,
Tataya Mato went on to create a rich
life for herself as teacher, mother, &
wife. Yet her inner child was still in
pain and crying endlessly. Valiantly
Tataya Mato followed the child and
her pain on an inward journey

by Gwendolyn Endicott
Attic Press, 1994, 136 p, $13.00 (P)
The ancient language of dreams,
symbols and myth can be a powerful
vehicle for reconnecting with the
earth, our souls, and our shared
humanity as well as a meaningful
tool for creative self-expression.
As our legacy of myth is being
brought to life again, there is much
interpretation available to make it
more accessible. In her book, Gwendolyn suggests we can also remember
it. By sharing her personal stories,
practical experience and poetry we
are enriched .. By participating in any
of the numerous well-crafted exercises, we are encouraged to become
aware of our personal symbols and
creatively, playfully express them in
physical form. For anyone who is in
the process of or would like to explore their own personal mythology,
this is a delightful companion. Since
this book evolved from the author's
work with classes and workshop
circles, it lends itself exceptionally
well to use in dream groups.
This self-published gem is currently available only direct from Attic
Press, 1907 SE 39th Street, Portland,
OR. 97214 so you'll need to add $2.00
to cover shipping.

Songs from the Mountain
by Djohariah Toor
St. Martins Press, 1994, 222 p, $21.00 (H)
Toor, a Jungian analyst, weaves
togethe r an inspiring tapestry depict-

ing the sacred aspects of psychology.
The four directions of the Native
American medicine wheel are used
as the warp or foundation that gives
it shape. On an inner level the author
translates these directions into the
four powers of vision, courage,
wisdom and love. The woof is a vibrant and artistic blending of dreams,
spiritual insight from various traditions, personal stories, clients' experiences, her ow n poetry, as well as
experience of Native American sweat
lodge a nd vision fasts.
This book is filled with valuable
psychological insights. My copy is
filled with notations where Toor's
observations on dreams and images
helped expand or deepen my own
understanding of personal dream
elemen ts. A pleasure to read!

Across Time and Death:
A Mother's Search
for Her Past Life Children
by Jenny Cocke II
Firesid e, 1994, 153 p, $10.00 (P)
Since her earliest dreams in chi ldhood, which were most vivid and
came repeatedly, Jenny Cockell knew
she had lived before as one Mary
Sutton, a young Irish mother who
died in emotional agony over leaving
young children behind. Jenny
knew these dreams were real, just as
her precognitive dreams were real
because they would actua!Jy happen
a few weeks later: As she grew
older, she was surprised to learn that
reincarnation and precognition were
not culturally accepted. She learned
to stop sharing her dreams, but never
doubted their validity.
After Jenny became a mother herself, she realized she had to find the
children from Mary's lifetime
because as she explains it, "or my life
would always be shadowed by
memories of the past, of grief, anger
and loss." Jenny tells us, in a simple
and sincere manner, how she pieces
together de-tails and facts from her
dream-memo-ry and subsequent
hypnosis sessions to trace her lost
family that ends in a very emotional
reunion. And it all started with
"only" a dream! tJ
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Examples of Common
Dream Symbols &
Stimulating Associations
Adapted from

The Mystical Magical Marvelous
World of Dreams,
by Wilda B. Tanner © 1988. By
arrangement with Sparrow Hawk
Press. Tahlequah, OK
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MARN l E )ONES
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with Zen meditations by
Richard Kirsten Daiensai
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refresh your soul in a tranquil
realm of visionary poems and
healing music
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audio cassette
Blackbird Studios
1804 NE 50th
Seattle WA 98105
10.98 postpaid

New from

Nicolas- Hay~
Tarot and Individuation
Dr. Irene Gad
A study of the process that helps us
rediscover the primordial images representing the archetypes. Dr. Gad is a
Jungian analyst and she combines the
symbolism of the tarot with that of
alchemy and the
cabala , for the
major arcana are
perennially
imaginative
descriptions of
ancient and eternal designs that
lie dormant in
the collective
unconscious.
This is a helpful
guide for the
journey toward
individuation. 72 spreads help to sort
out the meaning of important stages in
life. 548 pp., Paper $21.95.
Nicolas-Hays titles distributed by
Samuel Weiser, Inc.
Check for Nicolas- Hays and Samuel
Weiser titles at your local bookstore.
Credit Card orders call 1-800-423-7087.

Samuel Weiser, Inc.
P 0 Box 612, York Beach, ME 0391 0
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DARK OR MUDDY COLORS: Reveal
the negative qualities of doubt, fear, hate,
anger, greed and so on. Wearing these
colors will intensify these feelings.
EXTREMELY VIVID COLORS: In
comparison to the usual color range in
dreams, these are usually indicative of
the astral planes and can infer an
impending lucid state.
(Examples oQ COLOR MEANINGS

PREFACE: While it is generally agreed BLACK: Usually denotes the unknown,
that dreams of a personal nature are unique to mysterious, darkness, death, mournin~;t
hate, or malice, especially when associated
the dreamer and pmducesymbols and imagery
whicllhave meaningsspecific to thedrenmer 's , with fear or uncertainty. However, if the
life and personal history, we often need help I feeling in the dream is one of joy or
unraveling the mystery and message of the happiness, it would probably infer
dream . To assist in tile process, Wilda Tanner unmanifested spiritual gifts or qualities.
offers common dream symbols and some BLUE, CLEAR: Represents truth,
stimulating associations. Ultimately, it is the wisdom, heaven, eternity, spiritual
feelings,
aspirations,
devotion,
dreamer w/10 must understand and act upon
contemplation, tranquility, truth-seekin~;t
their dreams .
ALIEN: New, untried, possibly genius
ability; aspect unfamiliar, unrecognized;
something
different,
unusual,
unorthodox, unknown.
ANGELS: May represent your guardian
angel, your guide, your higher self,
superconscious, God-self.
MOON: An ancient symbol of the
subconscious mind, cycles, feelings,
sympathy, domesticity, natural instincts,
receptivity, feminine nature, past
memories, dreams, sensitivity.
UFO or SPACE SHIPS: Can depict being
"spaced out," adventure, mystique, astral
travel, untried concepts or the unknown.
May signify fear, new adventures, other
planes of existence, or new worlds to
conquer: Many people report" dreaming"
of UFOs, still others report actually seeing
or having contact with the ships or their
people. Could be an actual inner plane
experience.
COLORS: In Dreams and Auras
Colors are indicative of our emotions,
each hue having a different meaning taken
from the actual observations of
clairvoyants who long ago noted the
correspondence between certain feelings
and the resultant colors visible in the
aura. These have filtered into our language
in expressions such as, "green with
jealousy/' "seeing red/' "having the
blues" and so on.
BRIGHT, CLEAR COLORS: Positive in
nature and action; pure and clear as a
child, unsullied by ulterior motives.
PASTELS: Show immatutity or weakness
in the area signified by the color.
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loyalty or " true blue."
BROWN, CLEAR: Earthy, worldly,
physically
oriente d,
practical,
rna te rialis tic.
GOLD: Spiritual rewards, refinement,
attainment, God's love and approval, also
the enhancement of whatever it
surrounds.
GREEN, CLEAR, LEAF GREEN: Denotes
Spring, good healthy growth, healing,
hope, victory rest, balance, peace and
serenity. ("Green thumb" people are
natural healers.)
GRAY: Fear, fright, depression, ill health
due to prolonged thoughts of fear held in
mind . Also means unclear, not well
defined . Gray may also symbolize a
balance between black and white.
ORANGE: Friendliness, courtesy,
sociability, out-goingness, extrovert. May
represent the fruits of the spirit.
PINK: Love, joy, happiness, affection,
kindness. Can symbolize being" in love."
PURPLE: Symbol of royalty, of oneness
with God, devotion, healing abilities,
loving-kindness, compassion, spiritual
powers developed.
RED, CLEAR: Raw energy, force, vigor,
aggressiveness, action, power to love, to
hate, to conquer, to go, do and be.
WINE: Combination of red and blue,
energy and devotion. Question is,
devotion to what? May be self-centered,
negative or sensual with a tendency
toward a nervous breakdown if dull in
color ( warning), or may be spiritually
devoted if clear.
SILVER: Reflection of God's light, justice
and purity, may symbolize moon or
mercury and excellent protective energies.

WHITE: Purity, perfection, holiness. May
also represent "white wash. "
YELLOW: Intellectual prowess and
agility, acumen, well being.

ST. LOUIS PROUDLY PRESENTS

CILADMDNG TIHIIE
CRIEATD\V/IE SPDRDT
ID>t-e4u.~ ~ D"tuitio"

NUMBER MEANINGS
0 Timeless, endless, perfect, no beginning
and no e nd; absence of guality, quantity
and mass. Absolute freedom from
limitat ion. Sign of infinite and e ternal
conscious energy, super-consciousness,
symbol for God or eternity if seen alone.
Behind other numbers it gives added
importance, emphasis and power.
1 First, beginning, basis, original, pioneer,
leader.
2 Double weakness or double strength,
division, soul, receptivity, subconscious
mind.
3 Trinity, great s trength, completion,
creativ ity or your abili ty to crea te. May
represe nt the physical, mental and
spiri tua l (combination).
4 Four" corners" of the earth, physical,
worldly, material matters, four lower
chakras or centers, doing things in a
material (non-spiritual) manner, doing
things the hard way, hard work
5 Usually means change in the area or
matter it is associated with, but can mean
freedom or refer to the five senses of man.
6 Perfection, beauty, s trength, harmony,
completion, or cycle of creation.
7 Seven days of creation, completion,
pe rfect io n, balanced spiritual forces,
seven centers of the body, seven levels,
seven planes, victory, Sabbath.
8 Power todoorbe, potential of success,
wealth, material gain, money, balance.
9
Finish, completion, tennina tion.
10 One plus zero, great strength,
new start with the expectancy of success,
new round of increase. Consider number
one, a lso.
11 Intuition, mastery, s piritu a lity,
enligh te nment, capaci ty to achieve,
mastery of the physical plane. Please note;
e leve n is considered a "master" number,
showingmasteryorpotentialformastery
in a particular area; however, if the
potential is not used, it may work as a
mere two.
12 Strength of spirit, cosmic order,
spiri tual completion, divine perfection.
May also work as a three.
13 Death and birth, end and beginning,
changeandtransition. Mayworkasa four.
As a lways, there can be a few puns
thrown in forgoodmeasuresuchas "B4"
for " before," or "4C" as "foresee," so
watch for these. tJ
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Enjoy a healing dream sharing workshop while you learn the secrets of memory for
dreams, dream interpretation techniques, and how to evoke creative intuition .
WHEN : FRIDAY, MARCH 10-7 -9PM INTRODUCTORY EXPERIENCE: "CLAIM THE CREATIVE SPIRIT,n FOLLOWED BY 9·10PM WORKSHOP FOR
PARTICIPANTS TO PREPARE FOR DREAMING . SATURDAY, MARCH 11-10AM·5PM CREATIVE INTUITION & DREAM WORKSHOP.

WHERE ' SHREWSBURY CITY CENTER, 5200 SHREWSBURY (BETWEEN WEBSTER GROVES & MAPLEWOOD). ST. LOUIS.
PRICE: AT THE DOOR: FRIDAY LECTURE S10; WORKSHOP $75 (INCLUDES FRI. & SAT.). PREPAID BY 2/24: $65 FOR BOTH .
TO REGISTER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION: ROSEMARY WATIS, DREAMS UNLIMITED, 2126 OAK DRIVE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63131 • (314)
432-7909 OR RHONDA LEIFHEIT, THE SOURCE LIFE ENRICHMENT CENTER. (314) 644-0641

From Deborah Koff-Chapin:
Media teaching tools for Touch Drawin!)!

The Video: THROUGH THE VEIU60 Min./$39 .95
The Audio: TOUCH DRAWING: An Experiential Workshop90 Min./$12.00

\ lll

G'

Whole Set including Video, Audio & written materials for $48.00 to :
The Center for Touch Drawing 628 First Street, Langley , WA 98260

N~v ji-om. SPRING

PUBLICATIONS
DREAM I NCTI-IE END
OF THE WORLD
·\ ~
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Michael Ortiz Hill examines over a hundred dreams about apocalypse.
These dreams express our fears, but what else? There is a world underneath
our daily lives in which the mysteries of death and rebirth take place. The
dream world outlines an archetypal process of initiation. This book is an
indispensable companion for those who want to practice the art of living in
an apocalyptic era.
..A powerf11lly haunting and courageous book. awakening a radiant and
merciful heart, bringing light into the darkness .
--Jack Kornfield author of A Path With Heart
To order copies of DREAMING THE END OF THE WORLD at a discount
price, please send $17.50. checks payable to TREE. , P.O. Box 186,
Topanga CA 90290 . California residents add 8.2S'Y.1 tax .
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Sharing Children's Dreams:
Spontaneous, Joyous Dream-Inspired Art
by Joan Mitchell Reynolds

Author's Preface: My work with
children and their dreams was sparked
by a question: Would the Senoi method
oJ family dream sharing be effective in a
peer ~oup of contemporary children?
A friend told me aboul a small
group of people, called the Senoi, who
Tived wzthin the equatorial rain forest
in the central part of the Malay
Peninsula. Unique, because OJ their
well integ':ated Jamillf relationships
and overall cooperative social
interaction, thelj have been a subject of
great psychological interest. Their
environment lends much to create the
reacejulness of their nature but another
factor may be the underlying reason.
The Senoi begin thetr aay with the
dreams of their mght. Each member of
the fami(y and especially the children,
relate e-very fragment o; a dream
memory from tlie prevwus night. These
creative symbols are discussea and
analyzed. Ideas are broughtjorth
concerning the meaning an possible
adjustment of difficultzes encountered
wzthin the dream. These
maladjustments are scrutinized and the
attitudes of the dreamer reviewed, thus
helping to clarify a fear or disguised
hostility. The posit we elements of the
dreams are viewed as well and extended
to show the correlation between similar
situations in daillj life.
The question about the Senoi and
today's children led me to undertake a
two year research project with one
hunared and seventy-five children,
between the ages of six and twelve, to
explore the dynamics of children's
dream groups in a natural school
environment, having the school provide
the identity for a place of belonging,
instead of the Senoi family identity.
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private day school was interested in my query and allowed me to
work with their children. The children attending this school came from various
socioeconomic backgrounds and ethnically diverse cultures. Two days a week, at
the beginning of each art class, I would ask if anyone would like to tell a dream.
Some of the children wanted to stay in the art class but others left their desks and
came with me for dream group. Each session was limited to forty five minutes
with six to eight children in a group. Some days I could let the sessions run longer
and found that one hour and fifteen minutes was the best length of time for dream
group. I audio taped each session; a few times, we played a take back. Also, I
introduced them to the idea of drawing dream images as another way to learn
from their dreams.
At first, we met in a large room that was empty except for a twelve foot table
with benches. Having lots of extra empty space was very helpful for those
children who wanted to pace back and forth while telling a particularly terror
filled memory. The security of the group and the table WES important for some
and for others, physical movement away from the table was needed. This room
provided a place not only for releasing tension but also for expressing joy and
play. If a funny animal was found in a dream, there was space enough to show
how it walked or ran or wiggled. How can a three legged creature be known
unless there is some sort of demonstration? Watching how someone or something
in a dream sneaked up in a strange way is easier to show than to tell. Of course,
this action sometimes was just too tempting to watch and the other children
would run around showing their dream ideas. The spontaneity of expression was
fantastic.
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Occasionally, we used a medium
sized room in which windows stretched
the full length. There were three tables
with separate chairs. The children
always vied for the seats at the table
where the" dream guide" sat. The ones
who were not at this table felt isolated.
Their attention was never focused in
the same way and the groups broke
down into distinct units of interaction.
Some sharing of ideas occurred but not
with much frequency. The children at
the outer tables spent most of the time
drawing. The only solid unit was at the
table of the "dream guide." A real tie
was broken by having separate groups.
At times, when all the classrooms
were filled, we had to create a sort of
dream corner to one side of a regular
classroom. This worked out but it was
the least successful. Dream telling
among the young gets very loud and
causes a real problem for those who are
trying to study in the same room.
Sometimes children would stop and
listen tothedreamgroupand this would
create hostility. In a mixed situation of
this kind, the dream sharing was never
as personal nor were dream drawings
made as frequently. A dream group
becomes a closed unit and anyone from
the outside is not wanted. The aura of a
"secret society" always prevails during
dream time and any intrusion is usually
met with utter silence from the group.
Privacy is expected and shortly after
our research began, the teachers and
the children respected this need as a
natural part of the process.
For many months, we used a small
upper room that had only two windows
placed high above eye level. There were
separate chairs, each with a built-in
writing surface. In this case there was
no connecting table but we found a
connecting link by sitting in a circle. AII
the chairs were arranged facing one
another; with the art materials in the
center. Perhaps some of the most private
group sharing took place within this
setting. The intimacy of a small room
may have afforded the necessary
element for release of very personal
inner musings. It was here that some
children felt free enough to go into
sexual fantasies and wanderings. There
were a number of groups that listened
to a dream which contained a sexually
stimulating image and it would trigger
a discussion that lasted until the end of
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the session. This more sheltered area
reinforced the feeling of a "secret
society."
Occasionally, we would introduce
play things to see how and if they would
effect a group. The most popular articles
were hats. Several different kinds, such
as: Viking, cowboy, tophat, derby ...
were hung on pegs and readily
accessible. Without a word, the children
would take one hat or another and just
put it on and sit wai ting to begin the
dream session. How astonishing it was
to see the ease with which the children
displayed their approval. Their actions
expressed the idea that having hats to
use during dream time was a logical
and natural part of the world where
images speak. It was as if the hat
wedded the dream. The hat became a
kind of transforming symbol which
carried its own special reality. Now,
not justa boy could tell about his dream,
but a Viking! A princess wearing a
crown, not a third grader, could
remember a night story. There they sat:
the cowboy, the queen, the dandy ... all
brushing the pages of their inner story
with dreams and visions.
Each group differed in its needs
and expression. A session with children
of all the same sex was quite different
than one in which both boys and girls
participated. The composition of a
group of six through twelve year olds
created an entirely different mood than
one which included only one age group.
Sometimes, the children became
so engrossed in listening to a dream

that their imagination started filling in
and they began telling their own fantasy
about it. The actual dream teller will at
times incorporate the fantasy that
another child is weaving around his
dream, or will strongly reject any
outside material. For instance, if a child
could not remember a color or a size of
a dream image, another child would
suggest what it was and sort of start to
develop a fantasy about it. The dream
teller would either allow this to continue
for a brief time or would cut the other
child off immediately. There is the
"participation mystic" of inner secrets
being shared at these times and at
others, there is the strong personal
feeling of "one's own secret."
Usually the children were
sympathetic and accepting of each
other's dreams and fantasies. At times
there were objections that a dream was
not a dream at all but a fantasy. When
this happened, the dream teller would
defend his dream as being real and
show a great deal of indignation at
being questioned about it. Some
children would weave fantasy into their
dreams but this seemed to create a fuller
meaning for them . . . and at times,
brought a solution to a bothersome
dream problem. The only time that a
whole group rejected, with loud
laughter and disbelief, a dream motif
as impossible was when an eight-yearold boy was talking about his wife in a
dream. After the group's outburst, the
boy gave a full description of his dream
wife and his feelings about her. As he
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spoke of these me mories, the children
understood the importance th ese
feelings held for him and they listened
in a new way.
A group relates to a particular
emotion, especially fear. There were
certain times when everyone
reme mbered nightmares, nothing but
te rrors to tell. Does this recognition in
one child bring to memory terror
dreams in the othe rs? The answer can
be neither yes nor no. The collective
fear dynamic depe nds solely upon the
group and also, the emotion of the first
dream teller many times plays a part in
the response. Certa in children create a
sort of electric charge, a psychic trigger,
that reaches all the others in the group.
One time, an eight year old girl told
happy dreams at the beginning of
the group and said that those were
the kind she always had. Near the
end of the dream session, after
listening to lots of terrors, she said
that suddenly she remembered a
horrible dream that she had had a
long time ago. Perhaps listening to
the fears of the other children was the
release she needed to get in touch
with her own re pressed dream
memories.
On several occasions, th e
children got out personal aggressions
and hostilities toward o ne another
through fantasy. They would start out
slowly, unwinding a tall tale and w o uld
gather steam as their anger mounted. A
child would mentio n a classmate in a
fantasy and start telling about all
different kinds of hostile actions toward
the classmate: killing, bea ting, socking,
hair pulling and various schemes. At
these times, there was a lot of physical
action, such as arm waving, stomping,
grimaces and table banging, that went
along with the hostilities in the fantasy.
Often, as the aggression mounted, more
and more people would be included in
this fantasy of powe r and triumph. The
story teller would give the false
impression of classmates doing bizarre
and hostile activities, while he beca me
the aggressive h e ro to quell these
dissident others.
Usually, the children who were the
illusionary actors within these
aggression fantasies we re also in the
group that was listening to the fantasies
unfold. There w ere occasions when a
child could no longe r accept being used
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as a fan tasy aggressor, or scapegoat
a nd he would lash o ut at the story
teller. The teller of tales would just smile,
a bit wickedly, shrug a shoulder and
say it couldn't be helped because that
was how the story went.
The amount of pent up resentment
that came out in these fantasy releases
was amazing. The best of friends would
rebuke each othe r unmercifully. This
purging of deeply carried hostility at
times would even surprise the fantasy
teller by the force with which his anger
was dispelled. In open groups, sharing
of objectionable feelings through
fantasy there appears to be an element
that r esembl es a safe ty valve, a
controlled release for aggression and
a nger.

Drea m sharing promotes an interpsychic relatedness among those who
share this experience. Once an inner
relationship is developed through
dream and fantasy sharing, the re is a
noticeable companionship in the outer
relationship as well. It is interesting to
watch children come together after an
interaction of this sort. Many of the
children have been at the same school
for years, yet have never related closely
until listening to each other in a dream
group. Of course, frie ndships don't
always develop ... but a change of
a ttitude between the participants is
consistent. They see one another in a
new way. Some dynamic happens when
a dream is shared - someone has
listened to a personal secret.
The following incident with a tenyear-old boy is a good example of how
the group dynamic w orks. He came
into the room where the dream group
was to meet and said he had a dream to
tell. He did not want to wait. Just after
he finished telling his dream to me, the
other children came in the room. They
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wanted to know why he was there and
if he had a dream to share. He said that
he had already told it. The children
asked if he would tell it again. They
w ere eager to listen and were sincere in
their interest. The" dream peer family"
had a rrived and one of the members
had told a dream without them.
Unheard of! The dream memory he
told to the group was much longer and
more detailed than the one he had told
befo re they w ere present.
To help the children draw their
dream images, a 11 the art material was
easily accessible. This was important
beca use it gave a sense of order and
availability leading to a peaceful inner
and outer flow. Many children are
drawn to using black paper as an
ex pression of night and dark inner
te rritory. Oil pastels were the favorite
choice for producing color because
they were more brilliant and have
the feeling of softness as they merge
into the paper. They smear and are
wonderfully messy, if the urge for
that is important.
Often, a child has to learn how
to be messy. Teaching a restricted or
withdrawn child to find release and
a feeling of freedom can begin
through a rt expression . A sevenyear- old girl who could not ex press her
ange r and aggression made a mistake
on he r drea m drawing by smearing a
line. She was veryupsetand was feeling
guilty because of her error. After a little
coaxing she trie,j smearing a line on
purpose and once she got the feeling
for it the other smeared lines came
naturally and forcefully. He r nice white
dress even became a victim of this finally
found release.
Each child has a particular way of
getting together with dream telling and
dream drawing. One will draw the
dream as it is told, another will draw it
before telling it and refer to the picture
as the dream is being told. Other
children can not express the dream in a
drawing until after it has been told .
Usua lly children were eager to draw
the more frightening aspects of their
dreams. It is exciting to watch forms
appea r that only minutes before were
strange illusory thoughts and also, to
see the pleasure that a child shows after
capturing some of these images on
paper.
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These symbols drawn up from the
silence of a dream are not alwa ys do ne
in silence. Monsters come into being
accompanied by growls, hissing and
weird primal sounds. And devils, they
produced little songs, g runts, la ughter,
foot s tomping and war cha nts. Ghosts
always come in silence. Flowers and
religious symbols co me about in
quietness and a lmost a sacredness, at
times.
The stimulation o f the drea m
groups at school carried such interest
for the participants that they talked
about dreams at home. This enthusiasm
captured the attention of the parents
and it w as only a matte r of time before
a natural family drea m group
developed.
There are very few o pportunities
for pare nts and their young childre n to
share equally and personally in an
ex perience of the sa me dime ns io n. We
lea rned that a number of family groups
w e re having regular dream s haring

limes and w ere eve n doing dream
drawings toge th er. Many children said
that at leas t once a week, someone
within the fa mily would have a dream
to share. Considering that the topic of
dreams played no role at all in most of
these families before the dream sessions
with the childre n began, I feel that the
natural dynamic of this communication
may be basic to o ur functioning but it
simply has been neglected. The reason
for this neg lec t may be that the
mate rialism of modern day society rules
to such an ex tent that ex troversion
floods the psyche and causes introve rted sy mbolism to drown in the
incursio n. By allowing time to become
re-acquainted with inner wisdom, w e
may strike a balance that will also allow
us to become be tter acquainted with
one a nother.
The children did appreciate the fact
tha t someone wa nted to listen to their
dreams and wha t they had to say was
important. They liked knowing a dream

11922 WESTHEIMER SUITE 35 1
HOUSTON, TX 77077

1-800-483-6742

is something that belongs only to one
p erson, a truly creative pe rsonal
experience. Exploring the unconscious
through dreams with children who are
involved in dream sharing because it is
interesting and fun is a channel
available to everyone.
Telling a drm.m might be one of
the few experiences a child has to be
totally maste r and creator of something
unique.lt can be told, or kept secret. By
drawing a dream, only the dreamer
can be the artist of the special inner
vision. How many times is there a
chance to produce a singular creative
expression? What media could be more
perfect than the personal dream to get
a sense of individual flow? Here, we
find it a ll: playwright , director,
d es ig ne r, ac tors and set. All are
delive red in one dynamic gestalt. p
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(Naomi Epel, cont'd from page 28)
an interesting expert for a whole day
learning about one topic or another.
There were people who were sex
experts, history of war experts,
anthropologists and economists, etc. I
remember one person wrote a book
about idiot savants, a bookabou t people
like the Rainman. l learned and loved
the job so much, I began to shift around
my dreamwork clients to accommodate
the job.
Then, it happened that the authors
I was transporting starting asking me
what else I did besides drive and I'd tell
them that I worked with dreams. They
started telling me their dreams and
about how many of their incredible
dreams had a profound impact on their
work and their lives. I heard dreams
that had inspired novels, dreams that
had changed story endings, or dreams
that had helped them breakthrough
creative blocks. Also, dreams that had
changed their lives, giving them deep
insights that forced them to change
friendships ... all sorts of dreams. That
became very exciting for me and when
I would get home, I would type these
accounts on my computer. My father
always told me to "Keep a record! Keep
a record! You never know when you'll
need to refer to it." I wrote down
everything'
I had one author who was really
interesting, Clive Barker, who told me
all these great dream stories about how
dreams inspired his work, so I asked if
I could interview him for my radio
show. He said "Sure!" So when he got
to the next town, we did a telephone
hook-up and I put him on the show. I
began to invite other people that I would
'escort' to come on the show ... then I
realized - as a literary escort - the
people who paid me were book
publicists whose job was to try and get
their authors on the radio! So, I asked
my employers to send me people for
the radio show; if I knew someone was
coming into town I'd call their publicist.
Then things really started rolling!
I began to accumulate these tapes
but I really didn't know what I had
until I went to see a friend of mine who
was a speech coach. I had been giving
speeches trying to get people interested
in dreams and he and I were exchanging
services: he was helping me with my
speaking and I was helping him with
his dreams. When I went to see him at
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this time, I realized that I was burned
out! I didn't want to speak about
dreaming any longer, I wanted to speak
about something else. So he asked me if
I had dreamed any dreams lately and I
remembered that I had a dream the
night before. I call the dream . . .

The Artist in the Basement
I was at a party and went
down to the basement for some
reason . There was a man working in a room all by himself I
had the feeling he didn't want to
be disturbed so I just stood there
very quietly and watched him do
his work. Because I was very
quiet, he let me into his space.
I told this dream to Lee and he
asked how it made me feel. I found
myself crying, uncontrollably because
it felt so great just to be accepted for
doing nothing. So, Lee gave me a task for
honoring the dream and told me to do
nothing for the next two weeks ... and
for some reason, I did!
It has been pointed out to me that
I'm never not working. I don't see
myself as a workaholic but .... during
those two weeks, I was supposed to be
preparing for a big dream workshop I
was offering in Mendicino. All of my
favorite clients were already signed up
and I had designed a flyer, made posters
.. to be sent out to everyone on my
mailing list. They were designed by an
artist, printed, all stamped and ready to
go and I was very resistant to putting
them in the mail, because I wanted to
do nothing. I knew that once I sent out
the postcards, I'd have to make followup calls. Do all this work! I didn't know
what to do, because I was supposed to
be doing nothing ... but if I didn't do
something, this workshop wouldn't
happen. I was going crazy! I called my
friend and asked what to do and he
said do nothing. So I called everyone
and canceled.
And then, the magic began to
happen, because I found myself
irresistibly drawn to my computer and
started writing about the effect dreams
have on writers and how one can
become a better writer, or more creative
person, by paying attention to dreams.
I just began writing- madly- about
this stuff. It was going to be a book
called Tapping Into the Source.
DN: Another book in process? Great!
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Naomi: So I was writing about
taking time to listen to your inner voice
and I was getting very excited. I wanted
to weave in these stories that I'd
collected on tape, into the book. I
realized I had this whole treasure that
I didn' t see as such, so I began to write
this book, which was a weaving of my
ideas with the dreams of these people.
Then, I had the opportunity to drive
Desmond Morris, a great writer who
wrote a book called The Naked Ape.
and he said to me, "Naomi, why don't
you just let the writers speak for
themselves? "
DN: In other words, you had two

books going?
Naomi: Well, I didn' t know it at
the 'time. I realized I didn't need to tell
all the stuff I wanted to tell and the truth
is, now that I look back on it, everything
I was writing was for me ... but maybe
I'll use that in my new book. In fact, as
we speak, I suddenly realize that my
editor has asked me to write a new
book ... and now I know I've already
gotitstarted. Thankyou!Youjustsaved
me a lot of sweat.
DN: What have you learned about

the creative process?
Naomi: The creative process is not
a straight journey. When I look at what
happened to me, I thought I knew
where I was going and then people,
human beings, would set me on a
different tack . . so that Desmond
interfered with where I thought I was
going and got me on a different course
DN: By encouraging you to honor
your dream?
Naomi: Yes! And by encouraging

me to eliminate and go with the easier
place ... the path of least resistance.
Then, when I'd get going along that
path, someone else would guide me
along yet another way. At first, I
thought it was going to be writers
talking about their dreams, I still didn't
know that it was going to be just
novelists. For me, part of the creative
process is talking to other people and
letting them help me see the next place
to go, so that I actually went to someone
who helped me to write my book
proposal. She suggested that it would
be a better book if I just focused on
novelists. She gave me the great gift of
validation. Having someone say that
what you are doing is good ... changed

Continued on page 38

"The book is fantastic! After the first seventy
pages I ran out to get a flashlight and notebook, and began 'paying attention' ..."
S.M.. Landscape Architect
Seattle,WA

" ... The total honesty and
pureness of spirit that
emanates from the
book is quite
powerful ..."
G.P.. Educator
Salida, CO.
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long awaited
21 0-page
field
guide to dreams is
written with the appeal
of a novel and the clarity of
a guidebook. His Guided
Interview approach utilizes the
best techniques from the contemporary dream movement and presents
them in a systematic, easy-to-follow format.
Through clear language and numerous examples, he explains:
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(Naomi Epel, Cont'd from page 35)
my life.
It's interesting that, in my whole
life, I've always been a person who has
been interested in things for short
periods of time, gotten pretty good at
some things and then before I got to the
stage of excellence, moved on because
there's a law of diminishing returns. To
get to be a B+ student is easy, but to get
to the A or the A+ takes a tremendous
amount of work and frankly I've always
been a B+ person. I haven't felt guilty
that I'm not an A person but I have felt
guilty that I've always decided to go
onto the next thing before achieving
excellence. For instance, I was a
geneticist and could have had a career
in genetics, but I lost interest. Some
people are stick-to-ers, I haven't been.
As this involves the creative
process, I've learned that each time I
left what I was doing, it was ri.ght.It was
all building toward what I'm doing
now ... even though I didn't know it at
the time. One of the surprising things
about the contribution of Writer's
Dreaming, is that I always wanted to
contribute something myself, say
something sow ise that everyone's head
would be turned around. I wanted to
help change people's lives for the better.
Well, my role was simply as that of
facilitator and catalyst. Now, I realize
that was right and good enough. The
same is true of my dreamwork and the
dreamwork of those people whom I
really respect; we act as catalysts, we
don't interpret. My favorite work is
group dream work and I believe that
just being there, setting the right tone,
being a good presence and letting the
people do the work themselves is where
the magic lies. If people know how to
ask the right questions, a good facilitator
canjustsitbackand let the group do the
dreamwork.
That is how the creative process
has worked in my life.
ON: If you were to polish the gems

gleaned from the authors who shared with
you (about how dreams inspired their
writings) what would thetj be?
Naomi: lcan'tgiveyouonegem,it
would have to be several things. The
first is to take the time to honor and
work with the unconscious and share
your dreams with other people. If I had
kept the Artist in the Basement dream to
myself and just done it in my own little
journal, I never would have known
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what it meant. But because a friend
helped me understand the dream,
viscerally, a nd gave me a task, it
changed my life. So, I'd say honor the
dream, find ways to do things to give
the dream a life of its own. Give the
dream respect, whether it's taking the
time to do nothing or turning the dream
into a story, a poem, a painting, an
invention. Bring the dream into this
reality in some way.
To be more concrete, I think thatif you want to be a professional artistyou have to develop your skills. Taking
a dream and putting it onto paper is not
enough to become a professional artist;
it is enough to give the dream honor but
the artists and writers that I spoke to all
worked on their chops. They spent a lot
of time learning to craft words or wield
paint, so there is this very important
element if you want to be a professional.
My favorite example of writing
from dreams, an almost perfect blueprint for how to turn your dreams into
story, occurs in the Allan Gurganus
interview in my book where he talks
about turning a dream about an angel
into a story called It Had Wings. And if
you read between the lines, there are
some very specific steps which he
recommends .in this creative act. I had a
client who is an incredible artist and
she turned her dreams into paintings
and visual objects. For example, she
had a dream about a magical gun and
she took a plastic gun and decorated it
with jewels. She's a wonderful artist . .
. but she's not getting out into the public,
yet.
DN: All artists need agents!
Naomi: That's a good point. Most
of us need someone to help us to bring
our art from ourselves out into the
public. In my instance, I hired someone
to help me write my book proposal; she
didn't write it buts he gave me deadlines
every week, an assignment and gave
me someone to show my work to
because it was very raw ... and she
would help me to see where I needed to
improve. I believe a lot of people never
get their art out because they 're too
frightened to take the risk and at the
same time, I don't believe it should be
shown indiscriminately. But if you can
find a coach to help perfect your work,
so that it is worth taking the risk, the
next step ... it helps. For instance, it
took five months to develop my book
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proposal!
I think time is the important
element. Taking time to listen to
yourself and taking time to perfect
whatever you're working on. We're in
such an accelerated era, that most of us
really don't take the time to really
lovingly work on the things we're
creating.
DN: I have arrived at a point where
I believe that time is the most precious ofall
commodities. Far more important than
money. Creating time to stay in that place
where you know that you're acting from a
balanced center, rather than reacting to the
stresses and pressures that are part of living
in the world.
Naomi: The more time you take,

the more you slow down, the more
time you have. When you slow down,
time expands. That's the common
characteristic about all artists, the
people who hav :! turned dreams into
art ... they all bothered to listen to the
unconscious and to respect the gifts of
the unconscious. When Sophie
appeared to William Styron in a vision,
he bothered to take the time and write
about it.
The thing that makes artists artists
is that they do take time, they dare torespect their unconscious and the ir
creativity enough to devote time to
their work. Even when the muse isn' t
speaking, even when nothing is
happening, they have set aside time to
work. So that when Maya Angelou was
blocked, she still goes into her studio
and writes the cat satan thematandwore
a hat and that is that., because she has set
aside time. Most important is setting
aside time for listening to the muse.
In closure, I would like to say that
when I interviewed people, I was
hoping to have an impact on them in
the interview by eliciting their memories of their dreams, to turn them on
and maybe help them make connections
that they hadn't made before. So that in
a way, not only was I gathering
information but I was excited that
maybe they would have insights during
the interview. That is just what's
happened in this interview and I want
to thank you for that. You have helped
me put together some important things
that I've been forgetting and I am really
grateful.
DN: A wonderful balance! Thank you,

Naomi. p

Regional Networkers/Dream Contact Persons
We are proud to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the willingness of
these Contact persons / Networkers. All are committed to the value of dreams; each has their own area of interest and / or
expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available to answer
questions from any calle1; regardless of location.
Some Net:workers have special conditions, s uch as times they are available for phone conversations. Please respect each
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return. Toward
co-creating a functio nal culture.
ALASKA
Tima Priess
907.479.6553
Animals / Planetary Healing
Alaska
Billie Jo Secrist 907.789.2669
General Resources & Info
Juneau
CALIFORNIA
Linda Atnip 213.660.4580
Dream Crea tions, Theatre
South~rn CA
Marcia Lauck 408.264.4970
Dreams & Co nsciou s n ~ss
SF Bay Area /USA
Fred Olsen 415.33-DREAM
Dream ReEntry / Hea ling
Northern CA
Ronald Otrin 916.926.4980
General Resources, Groups
Siskiyou County, CA
Ruth Sacksteder 510.549.2162
Lucid Dreaming
7- 9 p.m. Pacific Time
Grea ter SF Bay Area
Sandra Thomson 213.464.6584
General Resources & Groups
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Pacific Tim e
Santa Barbara -San Diego, CA
CANADA
Jan Janzen
Box 437, Tofin o, B.C. VOR 2ZO
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan
Writen comm unica tion only
Canada / International
Suzanne Nado 519.371.6060
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung
Ontario /Native Communit y
COLORADO
Julia Lane 303.243.4534
Dream Art / Abuse / Recovery
Western Slope of Colorado
FLORIDA
Will Phillips 407.296.5771
General Resources, Groups
Florida I U.S.A
Ruth Dreamdigger 305.745.1218
Rt.2 Box514 Summerl and 33042
General Info & Resources
Florida Keyes
GEORGIA
Adrienne Anbinder
404.446.9316
General Resources, Gro ups
State of Georgia
Walt Stover 404.565.6215
General Resources, Pre-Cog
States

HAWAII
Frances Ring 808.637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups
Hawaiian Islands
INDIANA
Phil Schuman 219.422.5133
General resources, researcher
State of Indiana
KANSAS
Steve Carter 316.263.8896
Genera l Resources & Groups
M/ Th/Fr eves; Sa t. p.m.
Kansas /No. Okla homa
MAINE
Barbara Hare Noonan, M.S.
207.326.8810 Ex periential
dreamwork, a rt /body work
New England States
MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 617.371.1619
Lucid, General, Groups
Early even in gs
Boston/Me troWest MA
Dick McLeester
413.772.6569
General Resources
Greater New England /W.MA
Karen Surman Paley
508.887.5090
Survivors of sexual abuse/
Multiple Personality Disord er
8-9 p.m. EST
U.S.A.
Father Joseph Sedley
508.842.8821
Pastoral dreamwork / 12 Step/
Spiritual & Emotional Growth
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
MA
MICHIGAN
July White-O'Brien 616.353.7607
Wholistic ·n,erapies & Dream Gro ups
Mic hi ga n
MlNNESTOA
Jaye C. Beldo 612.827.6835
Drea m Democracy / Integra tive
D rea m Narration -- Evenings
Upper Midwes t
Mary Flaten 507.663.1269
9am- 3pm Ce ntra l
General Resources & Groups
Stale of Min neso ta
MISSOURI
Dean McClanahan
417.491.4508
General, jung, UFO
Springfield /Sta le of Missou ri

Rosemary Watts 314.432.7909
General resources, Crea tive!
St. Louis & State of MO
MONTANA
Anita Doyle/Temenos
406.542.1475
Workshops / ongoing groups
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Charlotte Bell 603.529.7779
Gen. Preparation for Death
5- I! p.m. Northern N. H.
NEW JERSEY
Valerie Melusky 609.921.3572
General Info & Groups
PA /NY/NJ
NEW YORK
Jennifer Borchers 212.683.5677
Recovery from childhood abuse,
hea ling male I female relations
Evenings & weekends
NY /NJ / CN, esp. Five Boroughs
Catherine Knapp
315.662.3172
General Resources & Groups
Cen tral NY
Harold Ellis 516.796.9455
Gen. Resources, Dream drama
NY/NJ
Leon VanLeeuwen
212.888.0552
Genera l Resources, groups

NY, NY
NORTH CAROLINA
AI Phillips 704.553.9508
General Info & Reso urces
NO & SO Carolina
OHIO
Noreen Wessling
513.831.7045
General Info & Groups
Ohio
Margaret Honton
614.885.0823
General Resources & Groups
Ohio State
Micki Seltzer 614.267.1341
Genera l Resources & Groups
Evenings
Ohio Sta te
OREGON
Graywolf/ Fred Swinney
503.476.0492
Dreams & Conscio usness
Internat ional / NW States
Ingrid M. Luke 503.867.6899
Genera l Info & Reso urces Pacific

Patricia Keelin 503.241.0477
Lucid I Dream Light
Pacific Northwest /Portland
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614.264.4444
Ex periential Dream Groups &
Parapsychical dr~ams
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Central PA /N .E. Ohio
TEXAS
Chuck Freeman 210.478.2000
Pastoral Co unselor
So ul-Ce ntered / jungian
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. M - F
TX, OK, LA: SouthWest US
UTAH
Ruth Hoppe 801.583.1405
General Resources & Groups
Early evenings
No. UT / WY / ID
Roberta Ossana 801.259.5936
General Resources & Groups
Four Corners
Aurrhia
POB 23Z, Springda le UT 84767
Spiritual dim ension Write only /
SWUtah
WASHINGTON
Bob Coalson 206.582.1467
Nightmares, Senoi, Sandplay
Pacific Northwest
Judith Picone 206.745.3545
General Resources & Grou ps
N.W. !0/ MN / WA
Oran Walker 206.726.7982
Eclectic Professional Counselor
Sea ttle, WA
Lee Piper 206.659.0459
General Resources /Native
Pacific NW / ID /MN
David Sparenberg
206.323.2115
Shamanic, Ge ne ral Info
Pacific NW / BC Canada liD
WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703.281.3639
General Resources, Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area
WISCONSIN
John Ashbaugh 414.285.3055
Ge neral Info & Resources
Madiso.1/ Milwaukee, WI
Rene Rovik 608.259.0309
Self-ed ucated lucid drea mer
Madison, WI
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Vol6 No.3 - The Spirit of the Dream > The Sacred
Dream Place > Latin American Liberation Dreams
Vol.7 No.1 - Dreams as Initiations > Dream Writing
> Shared Dreaming> Safe Sex& the Erotic Dream
Vol.9 No.1 - Making Dreams Real > Shapes of the
Future > Three Perspectives on Dream Groups
Vol 9 No. 4 - Dreams as Gateways to the Other Side:
Exploring dreams in which those who have died
appear > Interview with Arnold Mindel! > Turning
Crisis into Opportunity > It's Never Too Late!
Vol. 10 No.1 - Healing the Child Within through
Dreams > Doing Dreamwork with Children > Bringing
Dreams Back to Christianity > A Family Honors Dreams
> The Resurrection and the Life
Vol. 10 No.4_- Overcoming Addictions: Can Our
Dreams Help? One Dream at a Time > Twelve Steps and
Dreams > Kicking the Smoking Habit > Hard Places and
Rocks > Storytelling and Sobriety & more
Vol. 11 No.1 -Women's Dreams: Look Into the Face of
the Mother > Three Women on Dream Island > Dream
Categories: Part One > One Woman's Journey
Vol. 11 No. 2 - Men's Dreams: Knights Without
Armor > Defining the "Real Man" > The Mythic World
of the Shaman > Beyond the Vision Quest
Vol 11 No. 3 - Relationships Mature Relationships:
Symbolic, Cognitive & Cultural Reflections on a Dream>
Heads & Tails> Dr~am Helper Ceremony > Dream
Symbols & Stunulatmg AssoCI.atJons .
.
Vol. 11 No.4 -Androgyny. The Uruon of Opposites
The Wisdom-Jewel Dream> Warrior> Star Wars > Crop
Circle Mysteries
Vol. 12 No. 1 - Animals in Dreams > From Extinct to
Instinct> They Come Silent; They Speak in Dreams >
The Lake of Grief: A Different Kind of Beast
Vol. 12 No. 2 - More Creatures: Birds, Insects, Fish in
Dreams > Heron Sunrise > The Adventure of Starting
Your Own Dream Group > My Lord Who Hums
Vol 12 No. 3 - Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams >
Invitation: A Dream Tree Odyssey> The Dream Poet &
Creative Writing > The Thing with Leaves > You Meet
the Nicest People in Your Dreams
Vol. 12 No.4- Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams >
Interviews with Russell Lockhart & Brant Secunda >
Jeweled Medicine Wheel > Probing the Depths
Vol. 13 No. 1 - Cross Cultural Perspectives > Senoi
Dream Theories > Guide to Children's Dreams >Chaos!
Vol. 13 No. 2 - More Cross Cultural Perspectives
> Australian Aboriginal Dreamtime > Learning Herbal
Healing in Dreams / Kwa-Zulu Inyanga >More Chaos!
Vol. 13 No.3 - Native AmericanViews > I Send a Cry
> Coming Full Circle > Four Lions, the Healer
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We encourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology- preferably with complementary
graphics or photos- which will be empowering for our
readers. We accept articles ranging from experiential to
scholarly accounts and ask you to share techniques and
insights from experiences with effective, creative dream
work in our Dream Education/
Art of Dreamsharing Section.
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
transformative experience .. . to informal sharing, synchronicity, or insight gained in groups and therapy.
Your Questions, Explorations ami Opinions are welcome for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
needing new members, dream related research requests
and to notify us of quality dream related events, services
or books which would be of interest to the readership . ..
for our Classified section.
Related sidebars and quotes are always needed.
Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer both hard copy and
computer disk submissions.) Reproducible black and
white original art work & photos are welcomed; photocopies are acceptable. Please include SASE with submission and / or request for guidelines.
Dream Network journal reserves the right
to edit all material submitted for publication.
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Subscription & Gift Rates

=

$22 for new Subscribers or for a Gift
I
$18 for each additional Year or Gift
I
Canada / Mexico, Add $6/Foreign, Add $14
I
for First Class Postage. (U.S. Funds, please.)
I
INAME
1

-------------------

1

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

1

CITY /ST I ZIP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
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1

1

(Please use additional sheet for multiple subscriptions).

to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
or 1-800-T0-1-DREAM (861-3732) Subs only, please!
\__
PLEASE XEROX OR CLIP THIS FORM
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NetWorks ., ~., Dream Groups

New dream group in New York, NY!
No fee.
Contact Jennifer Borchers at
212.683.5667
In this group, the dreamer and other
group members work together in a way
that promotes self-discovery via
understanding the special language
and imagery of their dreams.
Manhattan & Westchester. Call
914.674.1213 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D .
Exploring inner worlds through lucid
dreaming ? Weekly study group. No fee.
Johannes Vloothuis , 25 East 21st St. ,
Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 2T3
Phone:416.383.5743
DREAM SCOUTS
Exploring the way of the dream for
psychospiritual & developmental
growth (Jungian emphasis). South
Puget Sound Area, WA
Contact Bob Coalson , MSW,
206.582.1467
New discussion group starting for
committed lucid dreamers to sharB
experience. No fee . Philadelphia Area
Ph : 215.879.6040
Dream workshop of the Theosophical
Society in Miami & So. Florida
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes . No tee. FaCilitators :
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed ./12 Noon@ Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway,
Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 Ph:
305.420.0908
Dream Sharing on Internet!
This may just be the e-zine for you.
From international dream sharing to
scientific articles to support and
discussion groups, if it is about
dreams, we publish it.
Electric Dreams is free and distributed
entirely vi a email twice a month.
For information, send your email
address to Richard Wilderson
{RCWilk@aol.com}.

I have created a model for dreamwork
supporting 12-step programs. If
interested in hosting a meeting in your
area. Contact WAYNE McEWING
2 Melrose St. 4th Fl.
Boston, MA 02116 Ph: 617.482.2051

Explore Your Dreams
Dream Group meets every other
Tuesday 1Oam - Noon. No fee
Contact Judith Picone,
Edmonds, WA 206.745.3545

ANN RICHARDS
Weekly Dream Group:
DREAMS, JUNG AND ART
workshops, ongoing bulletin .
SASE to 6720 Arbor Dr. #209
Miramar, FL 33023
Ph : 305.983.4795

Greater Boston I Cambridge area.
Write or Phone Dick McLeester
@New Dreamtime,
PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph : 413.772.6569
EDITH GILMORE
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation
group meets monthly in my home.
No fee . 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord, MA 01742
Ph : 508.371.1619
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B. Van
Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY

NEW ENGLAND CONTACT

Dream Study Group
Meets Sundays at 6 p.m., my home.
Contact Nora Thill, Milton, MA
Ph: 617.698.7158 No fee.
Bay Area Lucid Dream Group
For committed lucid dreamers of all
levels of accomplishment and experi ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday
P.M . No tee. Berkeley location.
Contact Ruth Sacksteder
Ph : 510 .549.2162

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY.
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm
Patrick Henry Library 101 Maple Ave. E
Vienna, VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer
Ph : 703 .281.3639 No fee

Dreamers Still Dreaming
Format: Open-ended concept
presentation & interpretation. Bimonthly
meeting near downtown Portland, OR.
No tee, no leader. Contact:
Kate Hammond, Ph : 503.241.0950

New Woodstock, NY Dream Group
(Cazenovia/Syracuse area) No tee.
Contact Catherine Knapp
Ph : 315.662.3172

Wichita , KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
550 West Central #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No tee . Phone: 316.263.8896

THE DREAM HOUSE Re-entry groups
and dreamwork training. Individual
sessions and tutoring (in
person/by phone) audio tapes, networking. Fred Olsen , Di r. 241 Joost Ave
SF,CA94110 Ph415. 33DREAM

DREAM STREAMS - Meets 1st Tues. of
the month from 7- 9p.m.@
Discovery Bookshop, 808 W . jSecond
St., Lansdale, PA 19446
Ph : 215.822.5951
Contact: Linda Rosenthal
Bucks/Montco area

RON OTRIN Monday nights @ 7pm
2601 North Old Stage Rd.# 30
Mount Shasta, CA 96067
Ph : 916.926.4980 No fee

Maplestone Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee .
Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada
PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets
every Wed. 7:30pm in No. Toronto
CANADA No charge to attend
Ph : 416.251 .5164

SHIRLEE MARTIN :
Monthly dream group in
San Francisco, CA.
No fee. Phone: 415.258.9112
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwork methods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,2630 S.E.
Schiller St. , Portland, OR 97202
Ph: 503.234.6885
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Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers. All welcome I
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area
Contact Noreen Wessling
5429 Overlook Drive,
Milford , OH 45150
Ph : 513.831.7045
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A Healing Place for Healers
Co-sponsored by

Dream sharing Grassroots Network
Excellent contact information for new
explorers. Serving Metro
NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas.
For information write: PO Box 8032
Hicksvi lie, NY 11802-8032
or Ph. 516.796.9455

Dream Network & Asklepia,
(A Non-Profit Organization)

A Special week-long happening utilizing "Emergent Design"
Sufficient structure(s), speakers, resource persons
will be scheduled; ultimately, we will heal, co-create
and offer support to one another!
OJJer to share your special expertise & experience via facilitating a
group; we will have a full week for dreamsharing & sharing information
and visions for the future of the field of Dreams.

STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID
KEPLER MAY. Drawing from drea m
interpretation & other systems. Wed. &
Thurs. : 7:30-9pm. Berkeley, CA.
Ph :51 0.526.2900

To be held at the

MICHAEL KATZ
Lucid Dreaming and beyond .
Transpersonal approaches for creative
dreams and waking.
Individuals and groups.
Manhatten, NY Ph: 212.260.8371

Aeskulapia Retreat Center, Wilderville, OR
Depositof$175byMarch 30, Cost$400*
Deposit of $200 by June 30, Cost $425*
Deposit of $225 by Aug. 15, Cost: $450*

CYNTHIA KOHLES , M.S.W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA.
Ph: 707 .526.2500
Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact SHERRY HEALY
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee
Ph : 301.465.001 oor 800.235 .8097

11

September 17th thru 23rd, 1995

- --_

I.)

(*Includes food and lodging.)
Pilgrimage to Aeskulapia
~
will be the responsibility of each participant.

Make a full two week vacation of this opportunity
and join Graywolf for the week preceding the gathering
(Sept. 10th -16th) dreamsharing & rafting on the Rogue River.

Special Bonus:

Columbus, OH Dream Appreciation
group. Peer- led. Meets Wednesdays
midday, OSU campus area.
Contact MARGARET HONTON
Ph: 614.885.0823

Maximum, 10 persons. Full cost for two week ad venture: $1000
* * * * * 15 Work-scholarships available. * * * * *

Write Dream Network for more detailed information
% PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532, Ph: 801.259.5936
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DISPLAY ADS: Call or Write for information @ PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532 Ph: 801. 259.5936
CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Groups, Events and Services requesting fees:
$15 per Issue, $50 per year (4 Issues); limited to 20 words. $.75 per worcfbeyona20 words.

Ads are accepted at the discretion of the publisher. DN] does not endorse nor take responsibility
Jar the contents or qua!ihf a; _any products or services advertised herein.
We encourage reader feedback ana will discontinue ads for which zue receive complaints.
Contact our Advertising Representative, David Sparenberg
at 1713 -14th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122 Phone 206.323.2115
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